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$355 next year
UNH tuition may increase
By Derek Evan Hulitzky
UNH students could face a $355 increase in
tuition next year, the result of a possible 10 percent
cut in state aid to the University. At a meeting of the
American Association of University Professors
(AAUF) last night, UNH Vice President for
Financial Affairs and Administration James A.
Smith said the increase would affect both in-state
and out-of-state students.
A cut in state aid could also limit UNH faculty
salaries from meeting inflationary increases
according to Anne Burt, chairperson of the
Students for the University (SFU) council of the
Student Senate.
"The issue, from the state's standpoint, is that
there is just not enough money for the
University, 'Burt said.
According to Student Senate Chairperson for
Financial Affairs Christy Houpis, ''The University
has requested that 32. 7 percent of its budget be
funded by the state in the biennium period between
1982 and 1983, an increase of 2.4 percent over the
last biennium."
"This increase barely keeps up with
inflation, "Houpis said.
Both Houpis and Burt are pessimistic that the
requested increase will be approved by the state
legislature. They have not ruled out the possibility
of a cut.
"The legislature does not consider education a
priority, "Burt said, noting that a decision should be
made by the end of June.
According to a Student Senate fact sheet entitled
The Biennial Budget Process, the 2.4 percent
increase in state aid, proposed by the U mversity
Trustees, is designed to provide salary and wage
improvement for University faculty and
administrators corresP.onding to inflation.In
addition the increase will provide funding for the
Comp_uter Science and Engineering departments
an4 Hea,th Administration, medical technology,

and nursmg masters programs.
The fact sheet also presents the following:
--New Hampshire has the lowest tax per person for
higher education in the United States.
--The national average for state support to other
Universities is 54 percent, while that of the
University System of New Hampshire is 30.2
percent.
--The possibility of the adoption of a broad based
tax system in New Hampshire in the near future
does not exist.
The fact sheet also indicates that University
Systems Chancellor Bruce · Poulton recently
suggested that in-state tuition could go up 40
percent, a $450 increase from $1150 to $1600.
In addition, if salary increases for the University
are not granted, faculty will be forced to leave in
order to find jobs that will maintain their standard
of living and UNH will be unable to attract quality
faculty, according to Burt.
The Student Senate fact sheet cites the cutting of
courses and maintenance programs as further
implications of a cut in state aid to the University
System.
Houpis said the University System is in the
present fiscal predicament as a result of a $26
million deficit in the state's current operating
budgets to be made up in budget cuts to state
funded agencies next year. These cuts include
UNH.
"The number one revenue source for the state is
the Business Profits Tax," said Burt,"and a deficit
has resulted for a number of reasons."
The lack of a graduated state -income tax has
increased the dependence of the University System
on the Business Profits Tax, according to Burt.
"The lack of snow in the winter of 79 / 80
depressed the ski industry in the state, therefore
decreasing the state revenue, "Burt said. Burt also
noted that gasoline is a factor as _price increases
have discouraged tourism in New Hampshire.

A recently published newsletter from the
President's office to be distributed to alumni of the
University System outlines the current budgetary
situation.
The newsletter, entitled An Investment in
People, states that, "The cost of operating the
University System institutions in 1982 and 1983 will
exceed 267 million dollars, of which the Board of
Trustees asks that the State provide 32.7 percent as
its fair share."
The Universitv Svstem included UNH, Keene
State College, Plymouth State College, the School
for Lifelong Learning, and Memmack Valley
College.
The newsletter points out that about 74 percent
or $197 million of the proposed University S y·s tem
biennial operating budget for 1982 and 1983
supports UNH programs and. services.
In addition, the newsletter states that, "The
Trustees' biennial financial plan represents,
essentially, an effort to cope with inflation."
In an attempt to fight the legislature for the
approval of the University's budget request, Burt
ana the Student Senate have organized a letter
writing campaign for UNH students.
In a recent editorial in the UNH
Commuter/ Transfer Center's Commuter
Advocate, Burt urged the students to write state
representatives and senators. "A student has to be
nearly blind to see the existing state of affairs, and
quite unimaginative to not see.what the state could
do to harm UNH," she wrote.
Burt's goal is 1000 letters and she said that "it is
important for students to realize the role that they
can play, and how much the situation is going to
affect each and every student."
Burt urges anyone who is interested in her
campaign to call her at th(? Student Sen~te offi_ce,
862-1494, or attend a meetmg about the campaign
scheduled for next Tuesday, April 14, in the Notch
Room of the MUB.

Ex-hostage urges
understanding
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Horton/ Katz
By Chet Patterson
and Greg Flemming
Sara Jane Horton and Andy
Katz were elected Student Body
President and Vice President this
week by approximately 26 percent
of the student body.
Horton received 1,404 votes, or
57 percent, while the only other
candidate, Laura Nagy and her
running mate John Turner,
received 1,005 votes, or 41 percent.
The 2,461 turnout was the
biggest in four years, and a 6.1
percent increase from last year.
However, Horton said the fact
that less than a quarter of eligible
students voted is disturbing.
.. "I'm grateful to everyone who ,
voted, whether they voted for me
or my opponent," she said. "At
least it showed they had an
interest."
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Horton said it is discouraging
that students think the Student
Senate has no power. "Obviously,
I don't believe that's true," she
said.
Horton's first priority when she
takes office on May I will be to fill
all vacant student positions on
standing committees.
She would like the positions
filled by representatives from the
entire student body, and not just
by members of the Student Senate.
"l think there's a lack of
awareness that the positions exist,"
Horton said. "There is little or no
student input in those areas."
Horton said some University
officials disapproved of Student
Senators sitting in meetings where
student fees are discussed, and she
specifically mentioned UNH
President Evelyn Handler.

By Greg Flemming
As a hostage in Iran, William
Belk slept on a floor, and ate
chicken noodle soup for 54
consecutive days. He saw two
other hostages attempt suicide and
almost died himself from an
allergic reaction to an ant bite.
Yet the former hostage, who was
pictured blindfolded on the cover
of Time magazine, said he had no
animosities towards Iran.
"I hope we don't hate these
people just because they're having
problems," he said.
Belk is one of 52 Americans held
hostage in Iran from November 4,
1979 to January 20, 1981. He
recounted his experiences in a
speech Tuesday evening and in an
interview earlier that afternoon.
Belk said since the Iranians
didn't expect to hold the hostages
for so long, the originally clean
environment in the Teheran
embassy got worse each dav.
As a protest, one American
plugged all the sinks, toilets, and
showers, and afterwards there was
"She wasn't as receptive to
no hot water. Belk wore the same
students as she said she would be," pants for47 days, and then another
Horton said.
·
pair for even longer.
Overall. though, Horton said
"We were cruddy," he said . .
President Handler is "handling
The hostages were fed at 9:00
herself very well," for someone a.m. and 2:00 p.m. each day, he
who "is under · a great deal of said, eating flat bread and tea in the
pressure."
morning. In the afternoon they
Polling stations were at eight received overcooked brusselcampus locations, including the s pro u ts which he called
MUB, Dimond Library, Stoke "Godawfuls" and chicken which
Hall, McConnell Hall, Kingsbury "wasn't exactly done."
Hall, and Huddleston, Phillbrook,
"For fifty-four days straight we,
and Stillings dining halls.
got one bowl of chicken noodl~
The MU B had the highest soup, flatbread, and tea," Bel~
turnout at 369. Nagy beat Horton said.
only at the library, by three votes.
Belk saw daylight five times in
The two tied at Kingsbury.
his 14 months of captivity and slept
There were also 52 votes cast for either on the floor, or on a matress
several write-in candidates.
on the floor. Mostly, he lived with
"We're excited and full of one other man, but for a while he
energy, and can't want to start," . was with five others.
Horton said yesterday.
"My wife swears that she wrote

over 200 letters," he said, "I got
five." Over 10,000 letters and cards
waited when he returned to his
home in West Columbia, South
Carolina. He said the mail was sent
to Iran, read, and then returned.
Belk said he almost died from an
allergic reaction to an ant bite
because his captors delayed in
giving medication.
He read over 300 books from the

election

William Belk (Henri Barber
pho~o)
embassy library, ran in place, and
did sit-ups. Some younger marines
he said, did 1500 sit-ups at a time.
"You cannot find things enough
to think about to occupy your
time," he said. When he was in
solitary confinement after his two
escape attempts he counted bugs
and specks on the cell walls.
Two younger men attempted
suicide, Belk said. One lowered his
head and ran at a cement wall, and
the other slit his wrists."
HOSTAGE,"page nine
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Career selection is not an easy task
Center
needs new
employees

By Lori Alexander
Placement, each of these . Arts students.
Career (and major) selection is
workshops is offered twice each
Doherty said that the best job
not an easy task. Two offices on semester and they have been well- opportunities are in the fields of
campus are designed to aid attended.
Engin~ering (all types), Computer
students i_n exploring career·
Another program that the Office Science, Business and Math. The
options and in planning and
partially sponsors (along with the job opportunities for Liberal Arts
developing their careers. They are
Alumni Association) is the Alumni students (through his office) are
the Career Planning and
Career ·series. This series brings mostly in business/ industry, as
Placement Office and the Liberal alumni back to campus to discuss sales trainees, retail management
By Maria Horn
Arts Advising Center.
the job opportunities in their trainees, or in insurance, as claims
Work-study cuts in the UNH
In addition to providing
selected fields. So far, careers in analysts, underwriters or in sales.
budget are hurting off-campus approximately 900 students with
Arts, Sports, Media, and Law have, The human services opportunities
employers of work-study students, individual counseling about jobs been represented.
are "very limited", he said.
according to Durham Children's related to their studies, interests,
Attendance at these programs is,
"Many Liberal Arts students
Center co-director Bill Hager. He and skills, and scheduling around . according to Doherty, varied don't interview for the jobs in
now needs to recruit volunteers to 250 visits of recruiting employers according to the c.areer. "We had business and industry, but they're
"fill in the hole" in the Center's per year, the Office also offers a
about 30 students at the Law one., not interested without knowing
staff left by these cuts.
variety of programs and
but about 100 students showed up what the jobs involve. I think they
"The big problem right now is workshops aimed at preparing for the Careers in the Media," he owe it to themselves to investigate
the summer session," Hager said.
students for their life beyond
said.
the possibilities before sayirig
"There is no work-study money for
UNH.
Doherty said that roughly 50 "No," he said.
the summer for off-campus
The Office conducts resume
percent of the _graduating class
Doherty also suggests that the
places." Hager also thinks there writing and interviewing technique
each year formally registers for Liberal Arts student enroll in a
won't be as much money for work- workshops. It also conducts Dropplacement. This amounts to wide range of courses to improve
study next fall.
ins for critiquing resumes and for approximately 1100-1200 students their marketability.
There are three other day care providing reviews and comments
utilizing the service every year.
"A course in public speaking can
centers in Durham and eighty per on interviewing strategies.
According to last year's be useful. Communicating
cent of the service they provide is
It also sponsors, in conjunction statistics, there were 4,016 student- effectively and making presentato UNH, Hager said. He would
with the Counseling and Testing
interviews with 229 recruiting tions is essential in many jobs.
,_like to see UNH do more for day · Center and the Liberal Arts
employers who visited the campus. Also, a course in computers is also
care.
Advising Center,;a series of career
Of those interviews, 46 percent helpful. Computers are involved in
"UNH is not interested in
prog.rams entitled, "Futures".
were for positions in the field of some aspect of most jobs,_" he said.
assisting day care. I would like to Topics discussed include
engineering, 40 percent with
Doherty cites the starting
see money made available to "Exploring Career Options",
WSBE students, 8 percent with salaries for Bachelor-degree
students and staff to subsidize day "Making Career/ Life Decisions",
Liberal Arts students, and . 4 students as being: Sales Trainees care for those who can't pay.
"Doing What You Enjoy and
percent with students in Life $13,000-16,000; Retail Trainees "UNH hires an awful lot of staff Getting Paid For It", "DeterScien.ces and · Agriculture. $11,000-13,000; Computer Science
at $3.50 an hour," he said. Day
mining Your Marketable Skills",
According to Doherty, these - $18,000-20,000; and Engineering
care costs eat up most of that.
and "Finding A Job".
figures will remain pretty much the - $20,000 - 24,000.
($8 .60 per day for older children
According to Ed Doherty,
same this year, with a predicted
"Our students are right on target
and $9.60 for younger ones.)
Director of Career Planning and
increase in the number of Liberal with starting salaries reported on a
Hager would also like to see day
care have more access to UNH
.materials and to have the
University help make this service
available to more people.
.,
Hager says the center works
from a "team-teach" method. The
staff considers the center an
extended family program for the
children, who are separated into
two groups; the one to three year
olds and the three to six year olds.
The older children's group i~ not
divided by age, but stay together.
"The younger kids learn from
the older ones and vice-versa,"
Hager said. "There are a lot of only
Rids, so there are older peer role
models for them."
The center is open 7 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday year
rourid. Volunteers are needed for
the peak hours, 9-12 and 2-5.
Breakfast, lunch and two snacks
are provided.
.
The philosophy of the school is
to "teach the children to know and
value themselves."
"Learning is important, but this
is not a school," Hager said. "We
try to balance physically active
play and more active play. The
staff knows and respects each
i..
child. We try really hard to involve
Durham firefighters presented a demonstration yesterday afternoon on the MUD stairs emphasizing th e
parents. We try to provide a bridge
need for fire safety. (Henri Bar~er photo)
CHILD CENTER, page five
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Nine to Five
Marion J. Campbell of Nine to Five, a Boston-based
organization for women office workers, will speak April
23 at the University of New Hampshire to celebrate
National Secretary's week.
The UNH Commission on the Status of Women is
sponsoring the talk to benefit the local .chapter of the
National Organization of Women.
The lecture open to the public, begins at 7 p.m. in
Room 4 of the Hor.ton Social Science Center. There will
be a $ I donation at the door.
'

brief

The lecture is sponsored by the UNH Department of
Philosophy through a Visiting Philosophers' Program
grant awarded by the council for Philosophical Studies
and the National Encow~ent for the Humanities.

Take Back the Night
Durham women will "Take Back the Night" on Monday,
April 13 .
Area women have organized a series of daytime
workshops and a rally and march for the evening.
See rel.ated story on page 19.
·

Philosopher to speak
The world of empmc1sm will -be discussed by
philosopher of science Bas van Fraassen at 8 p.m.,
Tuesday, April 14, in Parsons Hall.
·

Respect for food

Van Fraassen, professor of philosophy at the

To promote awareness of how much food is wasted in

University of Toronto and currently visiting professor at
Princeton University, _is the dUthor of several books,
including "The Scientific Image" and "An Introduction
to the Philosophy of Space and Time." He is the founder
and former editor of the "Journal of Philosophical
Logic."

UNH dining halls, workers piled food in the center of
those areas last evening.
The project was part of the Res-pect for Food Week
program put on by the Student Menu Advisory Council.
See picture on page

national survey," he said.
Determining the success rate of
graduating students is difficult.
Said Doherty, ''The back sheets of
the placement bulletins are a postgraduate questionnaire. We're
lucky if we get back 25 percent of
them. Last year, we got about 182
replies (an 18 percent return). Of
those who answered that they had
employment (as opposed to
choosing the military or postgraduate work), 78 percent r ·
them, or 142 students, got their
jobs through this office."
Doherty and his professional
counseling staff also participate in
outreach programs, speaking for
dorms, organizations and
academic departments. Last year,
they made 75 separate presentations.
If choosing a major is a more
difficult decision right now, the
Liberal Arts Advising Center has
instituted a program that can be of
service. Their series of
presentations entitled, "What
Could I Do With A Major In ... ",
is designed to acquaint students
with a variety of academic majors.
Begun this semester, the series has
been well-attended. According to
Randy Schroeder, an Academic
Advisor and organizer of the
program, the Advising Center is
"definitely very pleased" with the
outcome and plans for its
continued existence.
The main focus of the Advising.
Center is the undeclared major, a
body of students who comprise
approximately 2,000 students of
the 4,500-5,000 Liberal · Arts
students. "Our primary aim is to
provide information so that
students can make quality
decisions," said Schroeder.
Motivation for the program
stemmed from the desire to
provide a forum where
information is made available to
help students explore majors and
their career, options.
Each presentation meets at
12:30 in the MUB and runs for a
half-hour. A faculty member, or an
advisor from a particular
department discusses the
departmental requirements along
with graduate and professional
opportunities and specific careers.
Individual counseling/ advising
is also available at the Advising
Center. Schroeder estimates that
each of the four Academic
Advisors sees seven students per
day. But, during pre-registration,
that number can climb to as many
as 15 students every day.
Schroeder describes his type of
advising as ·non--direciive. He said,
"We get many students who come
in and say, 'Well, I really like
CAREER, page five

Kari-Van service asks
for ten new busses
By Greg Flemming
University Bus Services have
submitted a request for ten new
Kari-van busses next year, which
would cost approximately $55,000
each.
According to William Puffer,
assistant supervisor of bus
services, there was a 17 percent
increase in Kari-van use last fall,
. and it is "quite probable"there will
be another increase next year.
The request must be approved
by University President Evelyn
Handler.
The Student Senate has also
requested that a "general
evaluation of present Kari-van
safety standards be undertaken by
the University administration."
"We were hoping that Gregg
Sanborn would initiate an .ad.hnr
committee of faculty, staff, and
students." said Jody Godfrey.
student body vice president. .

"There are certain times when
students are crammed in the busses
like sardines," she added.
The Senate also recommended
that the requested busses be
funded in part by instituting a $5
parking fee for all faculty, staff,
and administrators. Students now
pay such a fee, while faculty, staff,
and administrators do not.
Godfrey said free parking was
considered a "benefit" for
University employees. "But we
have to park to go to school," she
said, "They get all the choice
spaces on campus. That itself
should be a benefit."
Puffer has requested ten diesel
Bluebird All American busses. He
plans to trade in six of the 12 Karivan busses when he makes the
purchase.
Puffer said he is not opposed to
an evaluation of safety standards.
"I feel good about our process and
pol~cy no~ ,".he s~id.

Cornelius defends cuts
By Karen Holstrom
Mike Cornelius, budgetary
advisor to Governor Hugh Gallen
and Vice President for Financial
Affairs and Administration James
members Thursday afternoon to
members Thursday afternoon to
discuss the Governor's proposed
budget and its impact on the
Universitv.

About· 20 faculty members
attended the meeting held in the
Alumni Center, to hear Cornelius
explain the problems the state of
New Hampshire faces financially,
and the resultant effects on the
University.
According .to Cornelius, State
revenues have fallen short. The
state only received 96 to 97 percent
of what was expected. "In dollar
terms, that is dramatic," said
Cornelius.
"In order for the Governor to
increase state spending many cuts
and eliminations across the board
had to be made. Nothing was fair,'_'
he continued. "There were loud ""
- complaints from around the state."
Cornelius claimed the situation
. );las_been made worse as a result of

"decisions in Concord and
Washington."
He specifically mentioned that
the national economy and federal
government had an impact on the
State budget.
· "The President will not support
revenue sharing. This will mean a
$13.5 million loss for New
·Hameshire over the next two
· years, ' Cornelius said.

legislature."
The University asked for an
increase of five million dollars. The
request was denied. Smith called
the request, "responsible and
reasonable."
Faced with an inadequate
budget, Smith said it was necessary
for the University to find
alternative revenue, and consider
just how necessary various
pr~grams are.

The Concord decisions he
r(?feried to were the legislature's
disagreements with the Governor
and his proposed cuts. His cuts
between now and June 30 would
~ave allowed the state to begin the
f1scal . year , at zero spending,
according to Cornelius. However
instead "that $25-30 million in th~
h~le" will be the starting budget, he
said.

He spoke of tuition raises, and
mentioned what he called,
"profoundly radical changes,"
such as changing non-profit
services to profit making
enterprises.
"Our first response is to examine
the sources of revenue and then
continue to urge the Governor and
legislature to reconsider our
request," Smith said.

He also said that if the
legislature didn't make changes in
the business Profits Tax Law, the
state could face another loss of 30
million in the next two years.
Speaking after Cornelius James
Smith said the University "~as not
pleased with the Governor's offer "
but had no "alternatives from the

''The academics situations are
the first to be examined and the
first to be trimmed ... We are not
pleased, but we will do what it is
required," Smith concluded.
"I .fully understand that the
administration, faculty, and
students will not be ecstatic about
the proposals," said Cornelius.

Possible cancer inhibitor

Prof researches selenium
"
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Warm weather brought Hamilton Smith classes outside this week.
(Dave Litten photo)
·

Ulrich examines
fuel enhancer
By Diane Loiselle
• If University of New Hampshire
professor Gail Ulrich is correct,
thousands of home owners and
industries around the world may
have installed a combustionimproving device on their furnaces
that is nothing but a pretty
appendage.
The device is called the
Vapormid, and the company
producing it -- Conservation
Technoloe:v International--claims
. it can save owners 10-12 percent
m fuel consumption. Ulrich, a
chemic~! engineer, said that if it
works, 1t violates the first law of
thermodynamics.
Described by the company as ··a
controlled bubble chamber that
produces an ionized gas," the
Vapormid is a pyramid-shaped
plastic container with a square
base of 8x8 to 32x32 inches. It has
no moveable parts.

They are produced in Dover and
cost about $50 to $200 to make
depending upon size, said John
Sawyer, Vice-president of CTI in
Portsmouth. they retail at $400 to
$1000 each. Sawyer admitted that
this is high but that customers pay
for the technology.
The device operates on the
assumption that ionized gas
enhances combustion. Sawyer
"There's been research in
ioniza.tion combustion over the
past 90 years in Germany and the
U.S. We have some 68 references
ionization's effect on combustion.
Until we came along there was no
practical application."
Ulrich refuted their claim,
saying that "ionized gas does
enhance combustion, but it doesn't
really add any more energy.
"The ion concentration in the
ULRICH, page eight

Brennan elected
Editor-in-Chief
Lonnie Brennan has been
lected Editor-in Chief of The New
Hampshire for the 1981-82
cademic year.
.
Brennan, a 21-year-old junior,
will begin his duties next
hursday.
As editor, he said he will
'continue to strive for
professionalism ... emphasizing fair
and investigative reporting. We're
here as a voice of the students of
the University."
The Gibbs Hall resident began
working for the newspaper in 1978
as a graphic assistant and in 1979
was a production associate. He has
served as managing editor for the
past year.
Brennan i~ a Salem, Mass.
resident and transferred to UNH
from Salem State College after
attending his hometown college
for one semester.
Bre~nan replaces outgoing
Editor-in-Chief Rachel Gagne.

By Steve Damish
Dr. Henry Thompson of the UNH Home
Economics Department ha~ been testing the cancer
inhibiting properties of the nonmetallic chemical .
element, selenium, and has thus far "gotten very
encouraging results."
In experiments held over the past year,
Thompson found a lower rate of tumor
development in rodents fed a seleniumsupplemented diet as compared with those which
were fed untreated food.
"We fed supplemental selenium to the rats
before they were exposed to a carcinogen and
found that they experienced fewer incidents of
tumors tha~ the non-selenium treated control
group," saidlhompson.
Thompson and his colleague, Dr. Anthony
Tagliaferro, have fed rats ten times the amount of
selenium essential for normal growth and have
discovered a reduction of developing cancers as a
result.
Research conducted by Thompson has shown
selenium to play an important role in detoxifying
chemicals which bring about cancerous changes in
cells.
"It (selenium) has a protective effect against
early stages of cancer," said Thompson, "and
appears to inhibit tumor promotion (stage in
cancerous development)."
Selenium is a trace mineral present in the diets of
most people. Scientists are "almost 100 percent
sure" that it is necessary for normal cell growth and
development in humans.
.
In two . experiments conducted last year,
Thompson found selenium to be effective in
impeding the development of tumors in the
mammary glands of rats.
In the first experiment, Thompson and his
assistants, Lori Thistle and Rebecca Soule,
· induced .mammary cancer in the rats with a single
injection of a carcinogen called N-Methyl-NnitrOS"ourea (MNU). Seven days later, Thompson
divided the rats into two groups, feeding one of
them with selenium.
The results of the first test reported that, "The
feeding of a selenium-supplemented lab chow diet
to MNU-treated rats significantly decreased the
rate of tumor appearance in comparison to
animals fed an unsupplemented chow diet."
Thompson examined the "inhibitory activity of
selenium at physiologic extremes" in experiment .
two.

'- ·,C•~

Henry Thompson, a University of New Hampshire
scientist, examines one of the rats he is using in
experiments to see if selenium, a trace mineral,
may help prevent cancer. (Barbie Walsh photo)

. Two groups ?f ra~s, sustained on a torula yeast
d_1et, were used m this test -- the concentration was
either 0.0 I or 1.0 mg selenium added to their diets
Th_e findings were once again in favor of
selemum's inhiJ,iting capability, according to
Thompson.
" Th~mpson reported the following:
~arcmogen-tr~ated animals fed the t.orula yeast
diet and the higher level of selenium had fewer
tumors per rat than did their respective controls
fed the lower concentration of dietary selenium."
Thompson's results have been supported by
other tests done across the country.
CANCER, page 18

Engineering lacks funds

Lonnie
photo)

By Marion Sabella
Interim Dean Alex~nder Amell
and faculty of the College of
Engineering and Physical Sciences
feel th~y hav~ survived the budget
reductions this semester but admit
the quality of education might
suffer next year with the possible
budget cuts.
"In the current fiscal year.
ending June 30, 1981, we know
what we are faced with. Next year
we don't know. We are faced with a
. very severe problem. We've
survived this year b~t we can't go

through another year iike t~is: r!ll
afraid our quality of education will
suffer," said Amell.
The College of Engineering and
Physical Sciences has made three
major changes this semester.
"We have completely stopped
purchasing equipment. This is a
problem when some equipment we
would like to have is long-order
equipment. Not ordering the
equipment now may mean classes
in the fall will suffer, .. explained
Amell.
All out-of-state. travel has been

put on hold. "This has had an
impact on facuity keeping-in touc·h
with peers outside the state."
1 he third major change has had
immediate direct impact on
students. "We had to severely
restrict our operating budget. The
departments are operating on a
bare minimum as far as supplies.
this has had an impact on the
educational progress. Students m·
one laboratory class were told they
couldn't get the general supplies
and that the experiment was
FUNDS, page 18
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Students trying to ·erase stigma
By Maria Horn
"It is OK for anybody to .go and
ask for counseling," is the message
a group of students from the 623
Social Work Practice II course
is giving for the reason they
compiled a list of area counseling
agencies that students can use.
These seven students are trying
to change the stigma counseling
has of being a "last-ditch" solution
to a problem.
"We are trying to take the
severity away from counseling,"
said co-leader Sue Woodward. "It.
is not a weakness to need to talk. It
is a strength to know what you
need."
"Counseling can help people be
able and willing to communicate
negative emotions," said member
Maggie Sullivan.
Mike Laverdure explained that
a _p erson doesn't need "to have a
major problem" before seeking
help. "You don't have to be in
trouble necessarily."
The group is part of a Social
Service department course on
group process taught by Professor
· Richard Kaufman. The students
work in either a growth group or
task group during the first part of
the course, deciding among
themselves which they would
prefer, and then what they want to
work on.
This group decided to deal with
loneliness and depression that
students face, especially transfers
and commuters. They called
agencies listed in the phone book
and the Caboodle, to ask about
fees, insurance coverage, and
services, and ended up with a list of
five area agencies which gave the
direct help they were looking for.

"This group was concerned with of their discussions will be.
"For many of the students, it is a
community resources for
students," said Professor first opportunity to work with
Kaufman. "They wanted to create people in a formalized setting,
something helpful to other working on group goals, problems,
students who might be having and solutions. This process is just
adjustment problems, like as vital as the content," said
Kaufman.
commuters and transfers."
The group hopes this list will be
Kaufman says that the course' "like a push" to students to use
outline provides for a community these services. The following is a
focus but that it is entirely up to the . list of counseling agencies in the
group members what the content area.
Catholic Social Services
75 Merrimack St.
Portsmouth, NH 03801
436-8483
All types of counselling, rates scaled, not covered by insurance, don't
have to be Catholic, do make referrals.
Counseling and Testing
Schofield House, UNH Campus
Garrison Ave.
862-2090 '
All types of counselling, free.
Cool-Aid
Schofield House Basement
UNH Campus
·862-2293
Crisi~ intervention, peer counselling, referral services and a hotline.
· Free.
·
Strafford Guidance Center

Dover, NH
742-0630, 749-4040
Work with both individuals and groups with adjustment and
depression. Comprehensive community mental health center.
Works in conjunction with Counseling and Testing. Sliding fee
scale. 24 hour emergency service - 742-0630.
Seacoast Counselling
Portsmouth, NH
431-8703
All types of counselling. Sliding scale fee. Community mental health
center.
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.Capitolism
lives.

HELP

CROP

Starting June 12, be a Capitalist when
you fly from Boston to Brussels or NewXork
or from New York to Frankfurt, Los Angeles,
or San Juan.
Fly Capitol Airways. Our non-restricted
fares are the lowest of any airline. Which
means you can save a bundle and still leave
and return whenever you please.
And, our service is as good as our fares
are low. You'll fly on comfortable jets with
complimentary meals and beverages.
So fly Capitol. Check our fare box for
proof that Capitalism is -right on the money.

STOP
HUNGER
Join in the 2nd Annual Crop Walk
Sunday April 12, I p.m.

CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
OR CAPITOL AT 800~223-6365.

p••-----------------·
,-----------•

For More Info. Contact

1 •Non-restricted, round trip, economy class from
1 Boston.

Commuter Lounge
Dorm Recruiters
Campus Ministry, Wolff House

I

I
I

·II

DESTINATION

CAPITOL'

Brussels
New York

$529
$72

.

Fares subJect to change.

OTHER"

$824 $78

1
1

SAVINGS

I

$295
$6

:

I
II

·---------------------

CAPITOL AIRWAYS
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Sponsored _b y Students Concerned
About World Hunger, CampusMinistry
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Child Center
c9ntinued from page two
between home and the center."
There is a four to one staff-child
ratio for the one to three year olds,
and a six to one ratio for the older
group, so "the staff knows and
respects each child."
Right now they have 23 families.
The number of children is limited
by federal money the center
receives because their program is
set up for many low-income
families. They have a ceiling on the
federal money they receive and
that "has been chipped away at,
especially severely in the last two
years."

Career
continued from page two
English, but there are no jobs for
English majors, so I want to major
in Business'. There's a great deal of
pressure on students. It may be
from parents, or as a consequence
of economic conditions. I just like
to clarify the issues and lay out
information for them so they can
decide for themselves.
"We encourage students to look
down the road. We don't want
them to prepare for that one job
they get after college. That might
not be what they do for the rest of
their lives."

The New Hampshire

LADIES

HAPPY
HOUR

Oyster Bar
Free Hors d'ouevres
Live Entertainment
Every Wednesday

4:30 - 6:30 p.m.

•Wildwood,
ounge

,trafford autlnutl, durham, n.h. (603) s62-2s1s .
r

For The
Young Man
Or Woman
Who Is
On The
Way Up
Prudential has special life
insurance plans designed
for you. You can get
higher amounts of
permanent life insurance
protection right from the
beginning, with lower
premiums in the early
years while you are.
getting started in your
career. You can choose
from a variety of
Prudential's modified
premium life insurance
plans.

For more information,
talk to someone from
the Rock. Talk to:

The best contact
of your Iiie.
For clear

sailing.

Shirley R. Anderson
1-332-7356

Pmdent,al
Life· Healrh -Auto· Harm
The Prudential Insurance Company
of America
Corporate Office, Newark, New Jersey

"Feel Safe" 90 day 100% returnable fee.
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved.
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit.
One year.office visits.
No obligation in-office trial.
Complete eyeglass and ·
eye examination seIVices.
Fitting by Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,
Optometrist.
In-office s~IVice plan ava_ilable
Now available "extended wear" lenses.

ex,yMsS'~Sl~im!!F<l
Portsmouth, NH 03801 (6031436-1200
Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM.
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FRIDAY, April 10
GREENHOUSE OPEN HOUSE: Horticulture exhibits; talks
about culture of flowers, vegetables, fruits, lawns for home gardners
free soil tests; plant sales; advice on plant problems. Sposored by
Plant Science. UN H and Thompson School Greenhouses, 9 a.m.-4
p.m.
JAPANESE TEA CEREMONY: Demonstration. Sponsored by
International Student Association. Grafton Room, Memorial
Union, 12:30 p.m. P_art of International Week.
MISSION MESSAGES: Christianity and Social Change in
Melanesia. Dr. Joan Larcom, Assistant Professor of
Anthropology, Mt. Holyoke College. Sponsored by Departments
of Sociology and Anthropology. Room 439, Horton Social Science
Center, I p.m.
EL SALVADOR COUNTRY IN CRISIS: Slideshow. Sponsored
by Student Political Forum and Committee in Solidarity with the
People of El Salvador. Carroll/ Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 2
p.m. Part of International Week.
LIFE IN THE USSR: Slideshow and discussion by Mary Beth
Spain, AM LL/ Russian. Sponsored by International Student
Association. Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 3 p.m·. Part of
International Week.
COMPUTER SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM: Michael Molloy,
University of California, Los Angeles. Room 310, Kingsbury, 3_:304:30 p.m.
SENIOR RECITAL: Terry Nadeau, piano. Bratton Recital Hall,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
RHODE ISLAND FEMINIST THEATER: "Internal Injury,"
addresses the issue of battered women. Sponsored by Women's
Center and A Safe Place Shelter for Battered Women. Richard's
Auditorium, Murkland, 8 p.m. Admission: in advance $4; at the
door $5. Tickets: Memorial Union Ticket Office or Women's
Center. ( Proceeds will go to A Safe Place, the shelter for battered
women in Portsmouth.)
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING: Dances taught. No
partners needed! Sponsored by International Student Association.
Hillsborough/ Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 8:30-10 p.m. Part
of International Week.
MUB PUB: Taxi Boys, Boston rock 'n'roll. Sponsored by MUSO.
8 p.m. Admission $2.
SATURDAY, April l l
GREENHOUSE OPEN HOUSE: Last day. Sponsored by Plant
Science. UNH and Thompson School Greenhouses. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S THEATER: "Vaudeville Lives,"
featuring Dan Grady. A potpourri of magic, marionettes, and
clowning. Hennessy Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 10 a.m.
and 11 :30 a.m. Admission: $1. Ticket reservations: Memorial
Union Ticket Office, (603) 862-2290, weekdays, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
(Proceeds go for the Anna Zornio Memorial Scholarship Fund and
will go to UNH Children's Theater playwriting scholarship.)
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL: vs. Massachusetts. Women's Softball
field, I p.m. Doubleheader.
INTERNATIONAL DINNER: Mediterranean cuisine; music and
dancing. Sponsored by International Student Association. Helm
Restaurant, 300 Woodbury Avenue, Portsmouth, 7:30 p.m.
Admission: non-members $15; members $13.50. Questions, call
Colin Smith, 868-9608. Part of International Week.
SQUARE DANCE: Swing your partner with the Last Chance
String Band, caller Jackie Spector. Sponsored by Catholic Student
Organization and Protestant Fellowship Group. Catholic Student
Center, St. Thomas More, 8 p.m. Admission: $2 each at the door.
Refreshments served.
MUB PUB: Beggarman Thief, rock 'n'roll. Sponsored by MUSO. 8
p.m. Admission: $2.
SUNDAY, April 12
PAUL BARLOWE MEMORIAL INVITATIONAL FOIL
FENCING TOURNAMENT: Open to all new and old fencers.
Preceded by dedication of Barlowe Memorial Plaque in Fencing
Salle. Sponsored by Club Sports. New Hampshire Hall Gym, 9 a.m.
Admission: $1. Equipment provided. For information, call 8622031.
WOMEN'S WATER POLO MINI TOURNEY: Participating
teams include UNH, Wellesley, and MIT. Sponsored by Club
Sports. Swasey Pool. Field House, starting time IO a.m. For
information, call Judy Heller, 862-2031.
-MEN'S BASEBALL: vs. Holy Cross. Brackett Field, l p.m.
Doubleheader.
SENlOR RECITAL: Laurie Herbst, soprano. Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.
WENH - TV AUCTION EXHIBITION PREVIEW: Antiques,
art, and crafts donated to the NH-TV Auction will be at the New
England Center, April I 2.:.May 5. Opening reception today from 3-6
p.m. ( Preview bids will be accepted at the New England Center until
5 p.m., Tuesday, May 5.)
PUBLIC WORSHIP: Sacred dancing, drama, and films will be
provided by UNH students:- Rev. David L. Grainger. Protestant

continued on page 9
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Everyday expenses are a burden for welfare women
By Brooks Rolston
There are everyday expenses in
most students' lives that are taken
· for granted. Washing dirty clothes
at 75¢ a load is not as much a
financial burden as an
inconvenient task that robs the day
of an hour or more. However, for
some community members,
partic°ularly women, three quarters
for a load of wash is not always
financially feasible.
"Doing my laundry in a washer
is a treat. I only do my jeans. The
baby's clothes and everything else I
do by hand,'' said Barbara Dolan,
a 24 year old welfare mother and
full time student.
According to Dolan if she could
find a washer for $75.00, the
Welfare department would
purchase it for her.
"But," Dolan said, "there have
to be two estimates on the
equipment of which they will pay
the lower. They won't subsidizethey'll pay the whole amount or
none at all."
Dolan and her one-year old son,
Patrick, share a two bedroom
apartment in Dover's Housing
Projects. Her rent is $110.00 a
month. The State of New
Hampshire sends $233.00 every
month from which Dolan pays the
rent, puts gas in her car, and
juggles any other monthly
expenses. In addition she receives
approximately $84.00 per month
in food stamps.
"My choice was to work or go to
school and then maybe someday I
won't be poor," she said.
Thirty year old, Particia
Dubuclet, is also a UNH student.
She is a divorced mother of three
children ages five and a half, eight,
and ten and is a welfare recipient.
After four years in the Housing
Projects as Dolan's neighbor, she
now lives in one half of a duplex on
.the other side of town.
"Getting out of the project was
the most amazing and wonderful
thing," she said. "Living in a house
is a little bit harder to afford, but
the projects are a terrible place to
raise children."
Dubuclet said that while the
thermostat was set at 50 degrees,
she still burned l 00 gallons of oil in
two weeks. "Christmas vacation
was just so cold," she said.
Under Aid for Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC)
regulations, the maximum a two

at school, but they can't give you
person family can receive is
cash," Dolan said. "Social service
$292.00 per month. For a four
or sociology classes are the kind I
person family the maximum
can contribute to because most
amount is $392.00. In both cases
students don't know anything
each grant includes approximately
about being poor. They can read
$50.00 plus food stamps for each
the facts out of the textbooks, but
child.
that's not really how it is, "she said.
"What's really hard is when the
For Dubuclet, advancing her
kids want to take lessons, like
education in economics will help
gymnastics. I can't promise to get
them there; I can't promise the . assure her a better, family
supporting, salary. "The run of the
time and I can't promise the $3 .00
mill jobs around here won't do
each time," Dubuclet said.
that,·· she said. "The hardest thing
"They're becoming more and more
about going to school and raising
a ware of the differences between
kids is the cooking and cleaning.
them and the rest of the world."
The things that take the longest
As mothers and students,
amount of time are the cheapest
Dubuclet . and Dolan face child
way."
care responsibilities even when
Additionally both women are
they're not around.
concerned with doing well in
"After school day care is hard;
school and that requires reliable
the kids refuse to go. I can't make
transportation every day. "I can
them because I'm not there,"
·Dubuclet said.
take the Kari-van to school, but
transporting the kids to and from
Dolan takes Patrick everyday to
daycare and food shopping are
the Live and Learn Day Care
sometimes very difficult," said
Center in Lee. The cost for
children under three is higher than
Dubuclet.
There is little public
for older children. If it is no more
transportation in New Hampshire.
than $6.50 per day Welfare will
"Taxies are expensive and you're
foot the bill.
forced to buy junk cars that break
"But," said Dolan. "It's
down all the time and whether you
impossible to find child care for
want to or not you end up putting
children under three for $6.50 a
money into them."
day."
•·Males have a lot of skill in
For Dubuclet, the important
fixing things, cars in particular,"
aspect of Welfare for women is
Dubuclet said, "Men trade labor,
that it's a chance for another
but women do not always have the
alternative.
skills to trade with them - not any
"You 're fairly sure that you'll get
that they want anyway," Dubuclet
a check each month," she said. "It's
awfully nice to have an income
said.
Most of the time Dubuclet and
without having to take it from a
Dolan are not able to afford car
man. Men exercise control in the
repair. They have learned to
home. Physically women don't
become as self-sufficient as
have a chance against a guy who's
really angry or trying to enforce his
possible.
Welfare recipients have had one
point," she said.
raise in the last 12 years. In 1978
The paper work for federal aid is
when Gallen was elected as
a time consuming project for its
governor, the welfare income was
recipients. Forms are filled out it
raised to the 1973 poverty level. In
-quadruple and each child has a
1979 Gallen promised another
slightly different welfare number
raise - to the 1975 poverty level.
in addition to his or her social
"We haven't seen that raise yet,"
security number.
"I've stayed up late many nights
Dolan said.
Finishing school was a dream
filling out forms . There are codes,
for Dubuclet who married after
four different categories for each
two years of college. "I checked
child care and if you make a
into Durham Women for Higher
mistake they send it back,"
Education (DWHE), but I never
Dubuclet said.
thought I could do it," she said.
Both women agree their
"I've learned in this system you
professors are sympathetic about
have to be aggressive and holler for
trying to understand situations.
what you need. Women are used to
"School is the high point of my
struggling and fighting for what
life. There's a lot of help available

they get."
About the hardest part of being
within the welfare system for
women and their children is living
with the negative attitude society
has toward recipients.
"It's so frustrating to hear it all
the time," Dubluclet said. "A
welfare income in the undeveloped
parts of the world would seem like
a fortune, but here, it's a separator
from the rest of society."
"I can't keep up with my friends
going out all the time," Dolan said.
"So you stop seeing your friends
(who are) not on welfar:e ...it limits
your circle of friends."
· Dolan feels there is a lack of
communication between nonwelfare recipients and welfare
women which contributes to
society's judgement of the system.
"I worked for years before I went
on welfare so I understand the
taxpayers point of view. It sure
changes when you look at it from
this side," she said.
Reagan's budget cuts for those
on partial federal financial
assistance poses a serious threat to
Dolan's continued education.
"The $80.00 mandatory student
fees were paid for me last semester.
The second semester they decided
the fees weren't necessary for
schooling so they paid only $8. 77. I
had to pay the rest." Dolan said.
If Title XX funds are gone,
Dolan's book reimbersment will be
gone ne:Xt year and the possibility
exists that she _w on't get her school
grant renewed in full for next fall's
in state tuition.

"I may be cut in food stamps and
the child care funds could be
exhausted," she said.
"I don't want my son to grow up
in a one bedroom apartment
taking turns who sleeps on the
couch. I want him to have a house
and a decent life-.. that's why I'm in
school," Dolan· said.
If her funds are cut further
Dolan feels she 'II have no choice
but to postpone her education
again and go back to work full
time ... They'll take my money from
me but I'll wor.k, maybe I'll still be
able to go to school part time,"she
said. "You can live on welfare if all
you do is stay home and your kids
·
have no ambition."
This is Dubuclet's last semester.
LAW

FALL 198.1

/\ND THE
liUMAN!TIES

HUMANITIES
COURS·E s
Humanities 401
Professor Laurel
Coord,r-aior

(01 J Pr ::iessor c :,a rle~ l 1::,c"1 cn
MWF !}:10--10·:JO. T 11 ·10- • ~-30
(02) P,ofe;,:,or .t..loe,10 Car-c: s
MWF 10:1C- 11 :00. T 11 : 10-12:3:

Hu~£riitics 501
Professor R;::::na·d Call1r.
'.AWF 11 :10- 12 00

Cocrdina!or
~AVF 2:10,-3:GJ

Humanities 699

Class Ads
1c1ass Ads
Class Ads
R-oom 108

MUB
Class Ads
Glass

Aas··

Cl.ass Ads
Class Ads
PROBLEM

See
the professionals

Tneme: l'lnocen.cE and l:l< per,e nce
• ~ modular cc .;rse: instruc tors ,rom r,;a r.y ftt?lds
explcre me :·or?trast oetween ,n noc er ce and
e:vperience in pnilo~ophy . liter;::•t,rE:. '1:story religion.
an-:1 !he arts Students ::::hoose ;::-,e :,t fou; moa 1~ ies
i, ':!ach cf three riva- wi:?ek per,ocs.

RAIR~!~~8
UMU:ffiEOD

Hum3n!t:es: The Ancient World
Ap~reci ;:;•1on •Ji 1,1erature. 1h~ arts ar.d
pt:dcsoC'hy - the roots of West0rr1 c,vilir1tion
Horr-er. Gree\: tragedy. P!aw. Ari s!::it'e. the Bibie
Week:y l~chire series. vis it to rnt.:se ~ms. T;,:cscay
iectures are opf>n to the o:.itlic

HL;manlties: The 20th Century
Re~rcsen!at i'.-e of t"e best th:m·, ng of •"''s r entJry.
!!1e course lr 1roduces sucn •.-.r1terc; 2n '.i a~is:s as
Hesse, Jung. Mann. Ka:Ka . Sartre 'c1<Js 1~0.
Law and the Humanities: The Prohlem of
J:!stice in West~m Civilizc:tion
Eighi :nstruc! Jr;; from d::fr•r1: r;t c -::~1artm"::nts
dic;cu~s scec-'ic as ;:-~c:s ct 11... st ,'.': -; :ro: :) ;r,1 Roman
Ernp're I; GO"!lemp~rarv ou~st:c11s of i:;tr.,,;s and
tno l1w Stud~nts C"'oose four oi e,qr,t moduies.
Senior ProjP.ct In Hi.1manities
!r:rl,::pe.ndent st•Jdy r;pen O',!y to c,f!nior numan1t1es
m;,,i()rS

For 11H1h<?r inhrrnat r; r, '.':'::!: N a'r')r B~o·N11 . Cr, ::;r-:Jinatr,r of
ar,~·-3724
1'? ~Jurk'and Hall

Class Ads

IIAIR?

Introduction to Humanit:es

ui;,::h

MW 210-3.3J er Tn 2: 10-:-,::: J

Humanities 650

The Probiem of Justice

"When I look back I see these
doors slamming shut behind me.
Without the support systems and
funding I'd never have made it."

H :1m;ir,1::')S

Program

29 Main St
Durham
Mon-Sat 9-5:30
Thurs & Fri 9-7:00

}
Humanities 650

FALL 1981

We're Serious

about
RUNNING SHOES

choose four modules

1. Roman Law
2. Roman .Justice
3. The Common Law
4. Justice and Freedom
~- Am,,,, ican Judicial Tradi!ion
6. L,,l-ssez Faire and the Constitution
7. Law and Morality
8. Freedom and the Law

Richard Desrosiers
Jchn Kavser
Wi:I:am Jones
VJrren Bro ·. vn
~cbert Men nel
Andr e w Christie
Yut:~k;:: Yarnamoto
Sus.:rn Whit :·

MWF 2:10-3:00
4 crccits

For furtt·.er information see
Susan W~1ite. Coordinator
215 Hort0n Sor:ia! Science Center

- - --- - - - . - - ... -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -· - - - - . - - - ... -- - -

but
Relaxed About
Prices!

RED'S
FAMOUS

SHOE BARN

Broadway ·

Dover ·

742-1893
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20% off weaving yarns & equipment
wools. cottons-mohair-mil/ends

Reps
perform
many
tasks

Department of the Arts
announces

By P. Rand Tracy
"It's been fun as well as being an
educational experience," said
Leslie Nichols-Ring, a senior
resource economics and political
science major. Ring was speaking
of the Stud~nt Representitive
programs she has participated in
with the office of Admissions.
Interviewing prospective
students and giving tours are just
part of an Admissions Represen·
tative's Duties.
"They get involved in all aspects
of public relations for the
University," said Martha Foley
Jackson, supervisor of the Student
Representative Program.
Foley's program consists of
approximately 35 students, many
of them juniors and seniors, which
provide a cross section of the
student body.
"We try to get people from
different majors, and different
colleges to work in the program.
This enables a perspective
freshman or transfer . student to
speak to somebody with the same
major interest," Foley said, but she
added, "It sometimes doesn't work
like that."
Within the next week, the
Admissions Department will be
accepting applications for next ,
year's program. There are 25-30
openings.
Jackson said that the program is
· a commitment to the student but'
'"the time averages out to be four to
five hours a week."
REPS, page 18

PRE-REGISTRATION
For

Fall Semester
Thursday, April 16
Art Majors 8:30 am-4:00 pm
Room A201 PCAC (Art Dept. Office)'
You must bring your signed
pre-registration form.

· The NIKE ROADRUNNER. Rev 'em up and take them out for
a road test.
They come with nylon uppers in a selection of colors, and
they're reinforced with suede for style and durability.
All have the famous NIKE flared cushioned midsole and long~-~ ~
wearing hexagon outsole.
The NIKE ROADRUNNER:take 'em for.• r i d ~

Non-Art Majors 7:00-9:00 pm
Carroll-Bellknap RM, MUB

Lady Roadrunners only

$26.95

Price that can't be beat!

Students can only register for one person
NOTE: You do not have to pre-register with
the Art Department for courses listed
under Art History in the catalog.

(The Pantry)

PLEASE DIRECT ANY QUESTIONS
TO~THE ART DEPARTMENT A201
Tel. 862-2190

Downtown Durham

WOMEN'S STUDIES
COURSE

OFFERINGS

Summer, 1981

Luncheon Special
(for the week of April 13)
Beef Mezzetti $2.50
with small salad

A

New

Don't Forget Afternoon Coffe
Serving Desserts & Appetizers
from 2:00-4:00 Sun.-Fri.

Women and Language

Engl 595/1

Of related interest:
New England Houses
Ruma 595

A
:~~o~~ "c~;:e! 5u~-~~o!00:4 ~
1 30

ner Sun-Sat 4:00-9:00 p.m.

JJ'eek{r ."'ipeci""•

· I~OCATED AT
56 MAIN STREET
DURHAI\I

June 8-July 2

Laurel l'ltich

am

Fall, 1981

ws

401

Introduction to Women's Studies

ws
ws
ws

595

Speci-al. Topics: Feminist Utopias TR 11-12:30

795

Independent Study

798

Colloquium: The Women's Movement R 1-3:30
Past and Present

Educ 701 I*

'

Cathryn Adamsky

By arrangement
Judith Agassi

Women in 'Management

W

6-9 pn1

Rita Weathersby

Sex Role Learning and School
Achievement

T

4-7

Sharon Oja

Medieval Women Writers
Women and Landscape

TR 2-3:30
TR 9:30-11

Engl 824*

Seminar: Criticism, Curriculum,
and Medieval Women Writers

TR 2-3:30 and
W 1-3

Hist 595/2

History of European. Women

MWF

401

Elizabeth Hageman
Katherine Speare

TR 2-3:30

Engl 785

Engl 685

Ruma

New
Idea

Cinthia Gannett

MTWR 8-9: 30

. Admn 780*

Restaurant

nay 25-July 2
MTR 6:30-8:45 pm

Susan Schibanoff
Melody Graulich
Susan Schibanoff
Janet Polasky

11-12

lRv and TR 2-3:30
Introduction to Humanities
Laurel Ulrich
The American Girl: Changing Images
Rose Antosiewicz
Women and "Sapientia Legalis" in Boccaccio
Judith AgaFsi

1-3:30

Soc 795J/895L

Sex Roles and Work

T

ThCo 567*

Images of Women in the ·Med:fa

TF 9:30-11

ThCo 683*

Gender and Expression

TR

11-12:30

Judith Hart.well
· ratricia Fleming

Of related inter~st:
Admn 798

Seminar: Career Development

M

6-9 pm

Francine Hall

**'irlt*******************************************
Course descriptions and information on the minor degree available at the Women's
Studies Office, 307A Dimond Library (2-2194). Coord:fnators: Susan Schibanoff and
Barbara White.
*Consult instructor or department concerning pre-requisites and/or departmen~al
registration procedures.
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ALPHA EPSILON DELTA/ PRE-HEALTH HONOR
.ACADEMIC
SOCIETY MEETING: Orientation for new member~
STUDENT ADMISSIONS REPRESENTATIVE
pre-med, pre-dent, and pre-health majors with a GPA
APPLICATIONS: Now available Admissions Office, 8
over· 3.2. Wednesday, April 15, Forum Room, Dimond
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Deadline April 17.
Library, 7 p.m.
THE BERLIN CONNECTION: Three-week study visit
CHESS CLUB: Open meeting. Tuesday, April 14, Room
to Berlin, May 25-June 14. Sponsored by
53, Hamilton Smith, 6 p.m.
AMLL/German. Contact Denis M. Sweet, 862-1218, or
COMPUTER SERVICES
stop by Murkland Hall, Room 15. Required deposit:
Preregistration necessary for courses listed below. Call
$l00.
862-3527, or stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster.
WOMEN'S WRITING SEMINAR: A week ofreflection
LOGIN/TUTORIAL: For individual help with specific
and study (college credit available through UNH).
problems. Every Tuesday and Thursday, Stoke Cluster,
Sponsored by Appalachian Mountain Club and
8-9:30 a.m.
Women's Studies Program. Sunday-Saturday, April 1925, White Mountains, Pinkham Notch Camp, NH.
DECIO SEMINAR: Monthly seminar for experienced
Admission: AMC members $165; non-members $175.
DECIO users. Tuesday, April 14, Stoke Cluster, 12:30-2
Price includes tuition, meals, and lodging. Deposit $75,
p.m.
send to Appalachian Mountain Club, Gorham, NH
EXPLOR: Introduction to the use of program for
03851. Questions, call AMC (603) 466-2727; or, Kim
exploratory data analysis. Wednesday, April 15, Stoke
Sherburne 862-2194.
Cluster, 2-4 p.m. Prerequisite: DECIO login procedure;
WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN
statistical analysis or procedures helpful.
COMMUNICATIONS: . Educational and career '-COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER
opportunities available in communication and related
EATING DISORDERS SUPPORT GROUP: Meets
fields. Open to undergraduates. Sponsored by Liberal
every Monday, Conference Room, Hood House, 7 p.m.
Arts Advising . Center. Tuesday, April 14, Belknap
VICTIMS OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT/ASSUALT
Room, Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m.
SUPPORT GROUP: Informal weekly drop-in group
CAREER
- designed to meet individual needs. Emphasizes support
CAREER WORKSHOPS FOR UNDECIDED
information, referrals, fact/ myths, victimization. Meets
STUDENTS: Sponsored by Liberal Arts Advising.
every Tuesday throughout the semester, Counseling &
Tuesday, April 14, Sullivan Room, Memorial Union,
Testing Center, Schofield House, 1-2:30 p.m. Call Nancy
3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Sweeney 862-2090 for information.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
COMING TO TERMS WITH DEATH AND DYING:
PHI KAPPA PHI HONOR SOCIETY SPRING
Wednesday, April 15, Schofield House, 7 p.m. Call 862BANQUET/ INITIATION: Glacio-Chemical Studies in
2090 to reserve a space.
the Himalayas and Antartica: A New Approach ot some
GENERAL
of Today's Pressing Questions. Paul A. Mayewski and
INTERNATIONAL WEEK: Slide presentations,
William B. Lyons, Earth Sciences. Donald M. Murray,
lectures, exhibits, folk dancing, and more. Sponsored by
English, will initiate members. Sunday, April 12, New
International Student Association. Runs through
England Center: Dinner, Concord Room, 6 p.m.;
Tuesday, April 14, Memorial Union. Check display case
Initiation, Berkshire Room, 7:30 p.m.
in Memorial Union for times.
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
CROP WALK FOR HUNGER: Sponsored by Students
McConnell
218,
Room
MEETING: Friday, April to,
Concerned About World Hunger and United Campus
meetings,
Hall, 7:30 p.m. Other meetings: Daily Prayer
Ministry. Sunday, April 12, Catholic Student Center, St.
12:30-1:30;
T,TH,
Rm. 320, MUB M,W,F. 12-1 and
Thomas More, I p.m. For information, stop by Campus
studies
Bible
Booktable T & W 11-2 MUB; and, various
Ministry, Wolff House, or call 862-1165.
inquire at any event.
WENH-TV AUCTION EXHIBIT PREVIEW:
SANE AND CSD MEETING: Monday, April 13, Room
Antiques, art, and crafts donated to NH-TV Auction
146, Common Office, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
will be at the New England Center Sunday, April 12
BRUNCH FOR JEWISH STUDENTS: Sponsored by
through Tuesday, May 5. Preview bids on items accepted
Jewish Student Organization. Sunday, April 12, Temple
at the New England Center until 5 p.m., Tuesday, May 5.
Isreal, 184 State St. Portsmouth. Call Joe Dorison as
AL-ANON MEETING: The Durham Al-Anon
.. support group for friends and families of alcoholics meets
soon as possible 868-1827. Rides provided.
Jewish
by
Sponsored
Cookout.
SEDAR:
PASSOVER
Tuesdays, 8-9:15 p.m., Confernce Room, second floor,
Student Organization. Sunday, April 19, Temple Isreal,
Hood House. Sponsored by Health Services.
call
questions,
and
time
For
Portsmouth.
St.,
184 State
DURHAM TAKE BACK THE NIGHT: Workshop,
Joe Dorison 868-1827.
rally, and march to oppose violence against women.
HOME HOSPITALITY SEDARS: For students who
Sponsored by Department of Residential Life and
can't get home. Sponsored by Jewish Student
Women's Commission. Monday, April 13, Memorial
Organization and Portsmouth Jewish Community.
Union and MUB Hill. Workshops: 12-5 p.m.; rally and
Saturday, April 18. For place and time, call Joe Dorison
march: 6 p.m.
868-1827.

MEN's & WOMEN'S HAIRSTYLING

Ulrich
co~itnued from page three
flame is just so much greater. It
makes that contribution
minuscule."
Ulrich has done research on
combustion for the past 15 years
and has a strong background in
combustion theory and its
application. He said, "~'m
confident about my technical
knowledge on this."
He ~s? has a b':1ckground of
interest m the claims of CTI,
_formerly Vaporpak Inc. The
comoanv's original claim was that
savings of up to 40 percent on fuel
consumption."
Ulrich said he knew that "to
accomplish that in a normal
furnace is impossible. It was way
out of line with what could be
achieved, even in a furnace that is
poorly tuned."
Water vapor was originally
claimed to be the catalyst. Ulrich
said there's water vapor in the air
anyway, and the normal variations
in atmospheric humidity cause
greater concentration changes
than those made by the device.
Ulrich contacted the inventor,
Ted Wentworth, in Exeter. He said
Wentworth didn't seem to
understand thermodynamics, and
that he had "just enough
knowledge to be dangerous."
In 1973, Wentworth was trying
to improve combustion in his car
by enhancing the burning of fuel,
said John Sawyer. "He got a
brighter flame."
Wentworth patented his
invention in 1974, when the
catalyst was thought to be water
vapor. "It progressed from that
point to a situation where the
catalyst turns out to be what
present research has discovered it
is," said Wentworth.
"Everybody who tried to use
water vapor wasn't going in the
right direction," said ~entworth.
Ulrich said, "What they're doing
is nothing compared to the kinds
of things people are trying to do
with ionization in combustion."
"The product has such a mixed

SOFT CONTA Cf LENSES

DURHAM SHOPPING CENTER

rcut

868-7363

•

The leader in soft lens science.

Colby-Sawyer Colleve
Daniel Webster College
Franklin Pierce College
Keene State ColleiJe

Nathaniel Hawthorne College
New England College
New Hampshlfe College
Notre Oame,Collefll

Plymouth State College
Rivler College
St. Anselm's College
Unlveraity of New Hampshire

history in terms of success," said
Sawyer. He said that charged
particles in the air can offset the
effect of the Vapormid. They have
solved this problem, he said, by
using medical tubing with the
system, usually on the larger
furnaces.
In the state of Maine, the
Vapormid is sold only to
accomodate large furnaces, those
that burn more than three quarts
of oil per hour. A representative of
the Oil Solid Fuel Licensing Board
in Augusta said, "Our products are
only tested for safety, not
efficiency."
Sawyer said, however, that he
has seen savings of up to 30%. He
said they recently installed
Vapormids for General Motors
and Volkswagon in Brazil, Ocean
Spray Inc. in Boston, and some US
Post Offices in New Jersey, where
they are realizing a 20 percent
_
savings.
Ulrich said this amount of
savings could be achieved if
"somebody's burner is really out of
tune, and they go in and tune it up.
The only thing I could see is that
they adjusted the settings on the
burner."
UNH professor John Wilson,
from the mechanical engineering
department, tested the device five
years ago. His results revealed no
significant changes either way,
· Ulrich said.
The Vapormid received most
positive test results from a small
Mid-western lab called CutlerHammar in Milwaulkee. The lab
reviewed literature on ionization in
combustion and the bubble
chamber.
They also conducted tests, one
of which involved measurements
of the ionized gas. The other
involved use of a_ "constant flo~
calorimeter," an insfrument used
by government and mctustry _to
determine the BTU (Bnt1sh
Thermal Unit) value of fuel.
1 he lab determined that the
introduction of ionized air from a
Vapormid produces a "marked
increase in the ·value of the fuel
burned."
Ulrich said if it "had been
endorsed by a reputable firm or a
testing lab in the furnace industry,
then I'd pay at.tention. These are
people who know this techn'?logy~
and they would have everything to
gain by an improvement in
efficiency."
Ulrich said he thinks small labs
"change things all over the place.
1t•s a sophisticated process.
Combustion is not that simply
understood, even by scientists.
Even people who are pretty good
can have difficulties."
Ulrich believes the company is
deceptive, but that they don't think
they're deceptive. "They believe it
(works)," he said, "and there's
really no independent consumer
protection agency for this." .
Sawyer said, however, that he
has seen savings of up to 30 .
percent. He said they recently
installed Vapormids for General
Motors and Volkswagon in Brazil,
Oc~an Spray Inc. in Boston, and
some US Post Offices in New
Jersey, where they are realizing a
20 percent savings.

ARE THEY FOR YOU?
We Can Help You Find

Come to the

EDUCATION JOB FAIR

I Cou II
Sponsored by the: College Council Placement Office •
nc
New Hampshire College and Umvers ty

Tuesday, April 21, 1981
10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

SAINT ANSELM COLLEGE GYM
Manchester, New Hampshire

-INTERVIEWS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
To Schedule lnteiviews, You Should:
•

a.) Obtain an Education Job Fair bulletin from your placement office or from the C.C.P.O.
at (603) 669•3432.
b.) You may schedule up to live (S) Interviews by calling the C.C.P.O. at (603) 669-3432 on

April 13-16 ONLY.

For a complete listh,g of School Representatives
attending and their expected needs, see your
Campus Placement Office or call (603) 669-3432.

The AnswersBecause we believe that the health of your eyes
should not be compromised and to provide the
highest quality of care; we carry only the most advanced contact lenses available today.

Call for more information and in-office trial.

WE OFF~R:
*complete eye exam with each fitting
*full sen·icc contact lens care
*nn, FDJ\ apprmed !-.Ofllens for extended wear
*satisfaction gllaranteed .

Memben American Optometric Association
and N.H. Association of Optometrists

DR. ALIE & MENARD ·
476 Central Ave.
Dover, N.H.
742-5719
Mon. Tues. Thurs. Fri. 9-5

Jenkin~ Court
Durham, N.H.
868-1012
Mon. Thur.,, Fri. 9-5

Sat 9-12

CLOSED \\'ED:\E°SD.-\ Y

'fhe
New
Hampshire
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-----Campus Calendar
Hostage
continued from page one

Chaplain UNH, will ·officiate Sponsored . by United Campus
Ministry. Community Church, Durham, 6 p.m. Sundays through
May 17.
MUSO FILM: "The Adventures of Robin Hood," starring Errol
Flyn~ .. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 · and 9:30 p.m.
Adm1ss10n $1 or MUSO Film Pass.
SENIOR RECITAL: Ruth Koomruian, organ. Durham
Community Church, Durham, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with music for dancing. 8 p.m. Covercharge
50¢.
MONDAY, April 13

Helk described his first escape
attempt in December, 1979. To
conceal himself he pulled a sweater
over his head, and then walked
behing a group of Iranian students.
After leaving them, he
encountered a female guard who
fired two rounds of ammunition.
He grabbed the weapon and
removed the unfired ammunition,
but when he climbed onto the
embassy wall, police outside also
fired.
This first attempt was planned
with another hostage, who he
never identified, but that man said
he didn't want to hurt anvone, so
Belk left him.
.
"You don't try to escape if you're
not prepared to hurt someone
along the way," he said.
He braided a rope from his sheet
to lower himself 45 feet out of a
window for his second escape
attempt. However, the man who
planned to accompany him woke
an hour before they left and sat
waiting. Belk said the guards, who
patrolled constantly, noticed the
activity, and the escape failed.
However, Belk insisted he has
no animosities towards In,m , and
added, '"our nation is capable of
taking a slap in the face, and we are
big enough to turn the other
cheek."
·
Belk, a communications and
records officer for the State
Department, criticized the US "as
leader of the free world for selling
Iran only military equipment
instead of medical and sewage
disposal supplies," which were
badly needed.
He also said it was "totally
wrong" of former President Jimmy
Carter to support the former Shah
of Iran. Of 32 million Iranians,
Belk ~aid 25 million did not want
the Shah as their leader.
"We shouldn't have supported
him," he said, "It's not in our
interest to go against the people."
"We gave the Iranian militants a
golden opportunity to unite
against us by allowing (the Shah)
in the United States," he added.
After some 650 listeners in the ·
Granite State Room of the MUB
gave him a standing ovation, Belk
began his talk by recognizing
Prisoners of War of Vietnam, who
he said were "sort of forgotten."
"I don't think the hostages are
heroes," he said, a two-year
veteran of Vietnam himself, "we
are, however, symbols of a united
nation. That alone makes me very
proud."
"'We were in an unfortunate
situation," he said, "'and we
endured. But that's something that
would be expected of any
American."
He expressed concern for the eight
men who died April 25, 1980 in the
attmept to free the hostages. '"I
really feel that they were the
heroes," he said.
If the rescue attempt had
worked, the hostages would have
been killed. "They had weapons all
over the place," Belk said. "If they
had blasted in there they would
have taken little pieces of us back."
"I never doubted the American
people," Belk said, "You have to
resign yourself to saying they
didn't make it today, but maybe
tomorrow. I lived from day to
day."

You may want to meet David Pheasant, Christian Science Counselor,
who is available when you need a friend-to talk to,-a question answerer.or a helper experienced in Christian Science.

Why a Christian Science Campus Counselor!
A counselor is an experienced local brance church member appointed
by The Mother Church and sponsored by your Christian Science
Organization. He is here to support the college student, faculty and
college communtiy.
A counselor holds office hours to talk over your application of
Christian Science to college life because he wants to help. There is no
charge for conversation unless you specifically request Christian Science
treatment.

How do you contact the Christian Science Counselor!

PREREGISTRATION FOR SEMESTER I, 1981-82 BEGINS.
CONTINUES THROUGH WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22.
ACID RAIN LECTURE: A Perspective for Decision Makers.
Presentations and panel discussion. Room 1925, Elliott Alumni
Center. 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Admission: $7 .50, includes coffee.
RED CROSS EASTER BLOOD DRIVE: It's a "Bunny Hop" at
the Durham Easter blood drive! Sponsored by the Durham
Chapter of American Red Cross. Granite _S tate Room, Memorial
Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
ORIENTAL ART PRINT SALE: Outstanding selection ofantique
oriental woodblock prints; original etchings, woodcuts, and
lithographs by contemporary oriental printmakers. Sponsored by
Office of Student Activities. East/ West Lounge, Memorial Union,
11 a.m.- 7 p.m.
ARGENTINA, TURKEY, AND MOROCCO: Slideshows
presented by faculty and international students. Sponsored by
International Student Association. Hillsborough/ Sullivan Room;
Memorial Union. Times: Ar~entina Noon: Turkey I p.m.; and
Morocco 2:30 p.m. Part of International Week.
MODERN GREEK FILM:"Iphigenia," Michael Cacoyannis,
director, and starring Irene Papas. English sub-titles. Sponsored by
AMLL/ Classics. Forum Room, Dimond Library, 4 p.m.
Admission $ I or series ticket.
SWL LECTURE: Releasing Your Creative Self. Robin Bryant,
professional dancer, and Diane McCutchan, songwriter. Room
314, McConnell Hall, 7:30 p.m.
TRADITIONAL JAZZ CONCERT: Yankee Rhythm Kings. The
great New England Band which is so much admired from coast to
coast. Co-sponsored by MU SO and the Music Department.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission: students
$2.50; general admission $3.50. Tickets: Memorial Union Ticket
Office, or at the door. Free rehearsal and clinic Strafford Room,
4:30 p.m. ,
CAN ADA: Animated short films. Sponsored by International
Student Association. Hillsborough/ Sullivan Room, Memorial
Union, 8 p.m. Part ot International Week.
TUESDAY, April 14
RED CROSS EASTER BLOOD DRIVE: Sponsored by the
Durham Chapter of American Red Cross. Granite State Room,
Memorial Union, IO a.m.-3 p.m .
'
ORIENT AL ART PRINT SALE: LAST DAY! Sponsored by
Office of Student Activities. Eas/ West Lounge, Memorial Union,
10 a.tn.-5 p.m.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Romanticism in the Visual
Arts. Margot 0. Clark, The Arts. Room 127, Hamilton Smith, 11
a.m.-12:30 p.m.
·
ART TALK: Stanton Sears, Art instructor, will discuss "Not Far
Beyond Child's Play." Sponsored by Department of Arts, Room
A2 I 8/ 219, Paul Creative Arts Center,' 12:30 p.m.
MEN'S BASEBALL: vs. Colby. Brackett Field, I p.m.
Doubleheader.
ASCE LECTURE: Life and Engineering Work on Quadulin
Structures. Earl Cochrane, GTE Sylvania. Room 251, Kingsbury, I
p.m.

MEXICO: Slideshow. Sponsored by International Student
Association. Senate/ Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, 2 p.m.
Part of International Week.

NAMIBIA LECTURE: What Shall The United States Do? Guest
lecturer from the U.S. State Department. Sponsored by
International Student Association. Senate/ Merrimack Room,
Memorial Union, 5:30-7 p.m.
·
FACULTY WOODWIND QUINTET: Concert. Peggy Vagts,
flute; Linda Seiler, oboe; David Seiler, clarinet; James Cummings,
bassoon; Keith Polk, horn. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative .
Arts Center, 8 p.m.

We'll give your hair
self-control

Internal Transfer into O.T.

Are you tired .of fighting unruly hair, crazy cowlicks,
maverick curls? Our remarkable new RK Design
Memorizer™ Hair Control System helps us give. you
the style you want-and helps you keep it that way
from cut to cut.

Anyone interested in internal
transfer into the Occupational
Therapy Department:
Applications available:
0. T. Department
Hewitt Hall
School of Health Studies
Deadline: April 30, 1981

Hi UNHer!

continued from page S
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He holds office hours at the MUB (Memorial Union Building) in the
Hanover Room every 2nd and 4th Thursday from I 1:00 am to 2:00 pm
except during semester breaks or holidays.
On weekdays and anytime on weekends, you may call Rochester 3323262 for an appointment. Weekdays are best from 5:00 pm to 7:00 am.,.

BRANDEIS SUMMER
AN EDUCATIONAL ADVENTURE
JUNE I - JULY 3 • .JlJLY 6 ~ AUGUST 7
• Undergraduate and Graduate C,,urses
• Humanities, Social Sciences, Satural Sfiences,
Computer Sciena and Fine Arts
• New Theater Arts Program
• Premedical Science Courses

Suburban campus close t.o the fxcitement
of Boston/Cambridge
Small classes taught by Brandeis faculty
For information, catalogue and application:
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOL
WAL THAM, MA 02254
617-647-2796

A New Copy Shop
NOW OPEN
If you need high-quality copies in a hurry ...
If you need large documents copied
or reduced to a convenient size ...
If you need 2-sided ·copies ...
Instantly sorted and collated into sets ...
······•·······:,

.:1iJiifhttm ,:e opy
Jenkins Court, Durham
868-7031

INSTANT COPIES
WHILE YOU WAIT

6

Opening Special
¢ _ per Copy (8½xl 1)

.

I

WE'VE GOT THE NEW RK DESIGN MEMORIZER
HAIR CONTROL SYSTEM

PICK _LJp AND DELIVERY AVAILABE
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FALL 1981
COURSE OFFERINGS

.

,,,1l

MUSO FILM SERIES
presents

RELIGIOUS
STUDIES
Religious Studies 599

..:}°..:}·..• .::·••...=-•• ;··.:-:···••:·:···••:·::··••:::···••:·::··••:·::··••••::•·••:·:···•.•·::•••••••··; ·•••.: ·;•.••·;••:::•.: ·;••: ·;.

THE ADVENTURES
OF
ROBIN HOOD

Special Topics: Religious Fundamentalism and Modernization

. ;·...••·...••·.... ,:•.,...•·.. ::··.-:·:·=·,•:·:···..•::···..•=:···••;::···•.•·:···••;::-; ·;••:: •••::.·•.:. ••.: ·:••::;•.: ·:•.:: ••.

Professor Solomon Poll. W 10-12:30

Religious Studies 699

Senior Seminar

History 639

Three Medieval Civilizations

History 761

England in the Tudor and Stuart Periods

Professor Paul Brockelman . T 3:30-5:30
Professor Williams Jones. MWF 9-1 0

What erer happened to the

Professor Marc Schwarz. TR 8-9 :30

Special Topics in Sociology: The Holocaust

Sociology 797
Philosophy 416

Philosophical Survey of World Religions

Philosophy 417

Philosophical Reflections on Religion

I

Merry Men & Friar Tu,·k

Professor Solomon Poll . M 10- 12:30

(sec 5)

in Nottingwood Forest?

Professor Paul Brockelman . TR 9:30-11
Staff . TR 11 -12:30

Come Find Out!

For further information consult
Paul Brockelman, Philosophy Department
44 Hamilton Smith Hall (862-1040)
or Jean Cadwell, Religious Studies Office
19 Murkland Hall (862-3724)

SUNDAY, APRIL

7 & 9:30

12

P.M.

STRAFFORD ROOM,

MUB

'j

'

MUSO I_AECTURE SERIES

-MUB PUB MUSIC-

announces

Offering a Wild Weekend of Rock

DAVID I~IFTON
Author of
'.

Tonight:
John Felices's new band from Boston

THE TAXI BOYS
They're now big in Bostonand will be in· the MUB PUB!
·D isguise and Deception in the
Assassination ofJohn F. Kennedy
The ne~ best seller describing a new conspiracy
theorv of the assination o( President Kennedy.

Tomorrow:

.,;

Doctor-Lawyer-

At last, the truth about a plot which may have
reached into the highest levels of the United States
government.

BE GG ARMAN-THIEF

lVEDNESDAY
APRIi~ 29TI-I 8:00 p.m.
Tickets:
Undergra~uates in advance $1.50
$2.50
All others
ON SAI_AE NO\VI

Local rock and roll at it's best
Each Show:
Cover at Door:$1.00
Shows begin at 8:00 pm

_________________________

.,__

UNH ID & Proof of Age Required
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·u niversity Forum

Edited by Dennis Ceuchon

Bill Nader
Boston Red Sox: Expect the unexpected
Anyone wondering what a Red Sox column is doing on
the University Forum page can consider this: When A.
Bartlett Giamatti was named the 19th president of Yale
University, he said, "All I ever wanted to be president of
was the American League."
Today, his favorite team, the Boston Red Sox,
celebrates Opening Day. And so, education, gun control,
supply-side economics, and nuclear power, typical topics
that Forum followers expect to find on this page, can wait
in the on-deck circle.
Now that we have established what really matters in
life, at least for those who prefer results to rhetoric, let's
examine New England's favorite baseball team.
2B Remy
3B Lansford
RF Evans
LF Rice
IB Perez
DH Yastrzemski
SS Hoffman
CF Miller
C Allenson
.
P Eckersley
There is nothing wrong with that lineup. Among those

Bill Nader is a former sports editor of The New
Hampshire.

missing from the 1980 Red Sox are the game's best center
fielder, the game's highest paid shortstop, and one
helluva catcher. Bi_g deal.
Forget that nonsense about a team needing to _be
''strong up the middle" to be a pennant contender. With
Fisk, Burleson, Remy, and Lynn in the last season's
lineup. the Red Sox were stronger up the middle than any
team in 'the universe. Yet, they finished a badly beaten
fourth with an 83-77 record.
This year, because of financial difficulties, the Red Sox
will take a different approach. A pessimist might call it
the Haywood and Buddy suicide squeeze while the
optimist will look at Gary Allenson and Glen Hoffman
and say, "Hey, Fisk and Burleson were young once."
A realist will look at the spring lineup and note that Las
Vegas oddsmaker Gary Austin has made t_he Sox~ 20-1
fifth choice (the Yankees are the 6-5 favonte) to wm the
American League East. Based on that, the Red Sox
should have· little or no chance.
I am a realist but I cannot accept the Red Sox as an
"also ran". before the race begins.
Traditionally, the Red Sox have loaded their roster
with free-swinging, right-handed hitting personnel. They
have scored a lot of runs , allowed a lot of runs and, when
everything is accounted for, they never have enough to
make Fenway a viable site for baseball in October.
This year is different. The Red Sox still possess their

Energy Series

Nicolas Engalichev
Wood power and its role
The necessity to consider substitution wood for fossil
fuel was caused by the oil embargo in 1973. However,
wood is presently used as a basic i~du~trial material for_a
multitude of high value apphcat1ons ~f strateg~c
importance to the national economy. Thus the economic
impact of a decision to divert wood substance for fuel on
a grand scale and in direct competition with current uses,
must be carefully evaluated. Potential perturbations ~n
the systems currently using wo?d mus!_ be un_der~tood m
order to make rational ch01ces. In cons1dermg the
potential for wood biomass as a major basic material for
energy products, one finds a number of proposals that
capture the imagination. These proposals range froJ?
mass installation of wood stoves to thermal electnc
generating facilities, to large scale plants t()_ produce
methanol for powering automobHes. ihe r~alization of
any of these goals depends on the econom1~ long-term
availability of wood biomass.
Energy can be derived from wood biomass using a
number of processes. Some of these processes are fully
developed and are in commercial use whereas others are
still in experimental or developmental stages. _The
techniques available or proposed are as follows: (a) d1~ect
combustion for process heat, (b) thermo-chemical
gasification of wood biomass for synthesis gas
production, and (c) aqueous processmg for the
production of ethanol and methanol that can be used as
liquid automotive fuel or as a blend for gasohol
production.
Sources of wood biomass today include bark and mill
residues that accumulate at manufacturing plants; forest
residues composed of logging residues; excess biomass
growth over removal, non-commerical timber and
products of silvicultural thinning, weeding, and cull
removal. In addition, the concept of silvicultural biomass
farming has recently been advanced as a potential source
of material.
Currently plant material is not grown on large scale
purposely for its fuel value in an~ of _the developing
countries. All aspects of tree farmmg, m the sense of
planting, cultivation, and harvesting trees o~ a lar~e scale
as a continuing crop, are presently practiced m such
industries as lumber and paper. Tree farming for energy
may be somewhat different, as the objective is to
maximize the total pounds per acre of above ground
biomass regardless of quality or plant size. There is yet no
silvicultural energy farm in existence and there are no
hard data on biomass yields and the. associated costs.
However, the concept of energy plantations has
captivated the imagination of many people.
If the need for large-scale nonfossil based source of
energy or chemical feedstock becomes critical, energy
plantations may offer a viable alternative. The energy
farming concept of wood perennials does have the
attraction of continuous and theoretically perpetual
renewability of material. The use of biomass is likely to
gain in importance in response to any significant change
to its value relative to competitive fuels.
A considerable amount of risk and uncertainty is
associated with reliance on plantations as the sole or
major source of wood material. Disruptions in continuity

Nicolas Engalichev is a professor of resource
economics at the Cooperative ~ Extension Services
Institute of Natural and Environmental Res9urcfs.
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of production could occur as a result of fire and major
adverse weather conditions such as prolonged droughts.
Insect and disease infestations are additional threats,
especially under a monoculture situation. Continuity of
harvesting can be disrupted by weather; heavy rains and
flooding would present a severe problem to harvesting
'
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and in northern climcftes snow accumulations will make
grou·ndline mechanical harvesting impossible during the
winter months when energy demands are greatest.
Loss of soil nutrients is an important consideration in
biomass cropping in short rotations. Any major shift to a
biomass energy base is contingent on fertilizer
availability. Commercial fertilizers today are principally
petroleum derived and are an integral part of this
country's strength in agricultural production. A supply of
fertilizer has to be assured both for agriculture and
biomass production.
If a shift to biomass energy base becomes a must, lead
time in the order of 25 years will be required to develop
the concept of energy farming with the appropriate
technology and systems for production, harvesting, and
transporting of the biomass and to construct biomassbased energy f~cilities.
If the forest biomass is to be used for energy in
substitution for fossil fuels, price relationships must
change in its favor through a combination of the
following: rising relative costs of fossil energy or
increasing shortages; increasing productivity in forest
biomass leading to cost reduction from growth to
ultimate use; and modification of institutional barriers
standing in the way of increased productivity.
Institutional and social constraints are many,
including forest land ownership pattern, taxation,
environmental regulations, forest management policies,
health and safety regulations, transportation, tax policy
on new investments, monetary and fiscal policies,
consumerism, international trade and public policy on
the use of forests. These factors govern the requirements
for capital, energy and manpower and affect the
competitive position of forest biomass in the energy field.
Originally a supplier of wood to the world, the U.S.
today is a net importer of wood products with the
byi t. l
represented
percentage of national1 •consumption
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share of right-handed hitting talent (Rice, Evans, Perez,
Rudi, and Lansford) to play the Fenway Park version of
baseball, but they also have a pitching staff comparable
to any other in the game.
The bullpen is exceptional. If spring training means
anything, Bill Campbell (four consecutive scoreless
performances) is back. Then there's Mark Clear ( 105 K's
in 106 IP last year with Caltfornia) to provide Boston
with the kind of fastball that can saw Adirondacks in half.
And from the left side, the Sox can call Tom Burgmeier
(24 saves, 2.00 ERA last year). Solid.
The starters include Dennis Eckersley, who despite last
year is still a reliable sort; Mike Torrez, 4-0 in Florida and
challenging hitters again; Frank Tanana, 8-3 after the
All-Star break last year on a 65-95 team; and rookie Steve
Crawford, who has impressed everyone with his
consistency.
Throw in Bob Stanley (three arms for the price of onestarter, long reliever, and short reliever) and promising
left hander John Tudor and the Red Sox should be able
to find four quality starters.
Despite the pitching surplus, nothing is expected from
the 1981 Red Sox. Baltimore manager Earl Weaver says,
at least once a week, "Baseball is 90 percent pitching." He
might be exaggerating but only for emphasis. The Red
Sox have one of the strongest pitching staffs in the league.
At 90 percent, you figure it out.

i.

the future
imports in 1971 at 12.2 percent. Projections have been
made regarding anticipated demand for all wood-based
products for situations where a major change occurs in
the supplies and prices of fossil energy and nonrenewable materials. Conclusions indicate that demand
for wood-based products is projected to be from 1.80 to
2.65 times larger in 1985 , and from 2.54 to 3.67 times
larger in the year 2000 than in 1970.
At current levels of forest productivity and
management, an increasing shortfall in supply is
· anticipated. Recognizing that the production of a crop of
trees takes several decades, realistic options to meet the
demand include: complete utilization ofresidues, heavier
harvesting with corresponding inventory depletion,
further increase in imports and early adoption of
intensive forest culture for use beyond the year 2000.
An expanded use of biomass for energy requires a
sizeable long-term · commitment of resources and a
further addition to the total demand . Achievement of
these levels of forest output requires radical rethinking of
how forest lands are to be used in this country. It appears
that major changes in attitudes and extensive investments
in forest culture would be ·essential to achieve resource
·renewability ratios adequate to meet the demand in the
appropriate time frame. Output levels of that magnitude
are biologically attainable, but serious social, economic,
and institutional barriers need to be worked out to permit
their realization.
Well, University Forum wraps up its ninth week today.
And if you don't mind me saying so, it's getting a little
dull. (No offense to today's authors, of course.) The
problem really seems to lie with you, the boring reader.
Two weeks ago, I wrote a column attacking the
requirement system at UNH and, despite the fact that the
University is currently totally revising its curriculum, not
one person was moved to words. Last week, a former
professor criticized the idea of merit raises. Still there was
silence. And finally, Physics Professor Robert Simpson
last week wrote a pro-nuclear power article, but not one
clam came out of its shell.
Anyone interested in promoting an active, intellectual
exchange on these pages should contact me, the Hon.
Dennis Cauchon, at the paper (862-1124) or at home
(659-6175). The columns should be two to three pages,
double-spaced and pr~ferably argue for a specific idea.
There are still many interesting columns scheduled in
University Forum , such as Art Professor Margot Clark
commenting on Picasso and Psychology Professor John
Limber on whether an animal other than the human one
can speak.
- D.C.
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Joh hunting is more than sending resumes
Forty-five days until graduation and a pile of
rejection letters are the only things which ·
separate you from that first full-time professional
position.
For the 1500 undergraduates and 239
graduate students, who will receive their degrees
on May 24, the interviews, resumes, and cover .
letters may begin to seem hopeless.
But Edward Doherty, director of Career
Planning and Placement, said the form letter is·
not the end of the line.
First of all, he said, offers are coming in later
this year because of the "questionable state of
the economy and the wait for Reagan's tax
proposals to go through the House."
So as the companies wait, the graduates-to-be
wait.
This year, more than 229 ert1ploying

organizations have held over 4000 interviews
with prospective employees.
Now there are only a handful of interviews left,.
so the first instinct for the graduating senior is to
panic. Yet there are still a number ofother career
search alternatives which need to be exhausted.
Students need to realize that besides the
interviews there are still some career
development workshops ( the Futures program,),
resume-writing workshops, interviewing.
workshops, resume critiques each Friday and
about 75 outreach presentations offered up until
graduation by Career Planning and Placement.
There are also magazines in each specialized
field which advertise national positions and a
career information file .in the career office in
Huddleston hall.
Besides these routes, a student should contact

his or her advisor for viable ways to begin in the
field he or she is interested in.
Expected starting salaries range from about
Sll,000 to S14,000 for sales training, retail
management, insurance underwriting and bank
management. And all ofthese jobs are not limited
to any specific major.
Last year employment was "most plentiful'' in
engineering, computer science and the health
field, all followed closely by business graduates.
"But that doesn't mean Liberal Arts students
have no opportunities," Doherty said. ''The
question is, have they talked to me?"
Graduates need to research every aspect ofthe
job market out of necessity. But juniors,
sophomores and freshmen should begin now in
exploring their interests and the available job
opportunities to get that extra head start.

_/

~~A TRUE METAPHYSICAL EXPERIENCE!

Letters
Che1nicals ·
To the Editor:
I would personally like to thank The
New Hampshire for its article on toxic
chemicals being dumped into College
Brook. On Thursday. April 2. three
friends and I were on our way to class at
Horton Social Science Center, and
found that the bridge was out. Since it
was such a nice day. I quickly took off
my shoes, and plodded through the
clear. cool stream. thanking the
workers for their kind advice to watch
out for the broken glass.
Then what to my wondering eyes did
appear, but an article in The New
Hampshire the very next day ,
informing me that just one of the
chemicals "allegedly" poured into
College Brook. "toulene, is
immediately absorbed through the skin
and can cause cirrhosis of the liver."
Oh boy. wha t fun.
And to think I was ignorant enough
to walk through that stream without

shoes on. Well~ well. I guess I have to
thank The New Hampshire for telling
me to watch out for those nasty
chemicals--even if it was a little late. it
certainly won't happen again.
·
··
Sincerely.
Lauren Manasse
UNH Student

Gun control
To the Editor:
I agree strongly with your article.
"Violence Not Confined to the Political
Arena." on the excessive fatal violence
that exists in our society. The crime
rate of the U.S. may not be the very
highest in comparison to other
countries. however. with our high
standard of living and modern day
lifestyles. we should not find the need
to resort to violence to achieve personal
goals. The general view that a gun may
be necessary for protection is terrifying
and even the most innocent causes in
buy i ng one adds to dangerous
situations.

Vo you know what progress the issue
of gun control is making in Congress
and would this . essentially solve the
problem'? Attitudes toward guns for
safety would take time to change, but
could not this be an action government
should pursue to lessen the risk of
careless or accidental gun murders'? If it
is so easy. as stated in your article. to
kill then the punishment for such a
crime might have to be as severe as the
crime to disuade future barbarity.
In a future article could the issues of,
pros and cons of gun control. attitude
conditioning. and the death penalty be
expanded upon'? As the situation
stands today something must change
for a safer more harmonious society.
Sincerely,
LeeAnn Scully

El Salvador
To the Editor:
This is to accept the challenge
offered in the New Hampshire.

"Letters," on March I 0, 1981,
concerning a future debate on El
Salvador.
As one of many students concerned
about the division of opinion regarding
El Salvador, I would again like to
appeal to the student body for support
and encouragement of the Reagan
administration's position for El
Salvadorian freedom.
It would be my greatest pleasure to
debate this issue with the people who
have decided to follow the tune of Piedpiping Marxist-Leninist propaganda
on campus and in this country.
I not only accept this- invitation for
debate, but insist on the debate to
present, defend, and advance a proReagan administration position
publicly for the gratification of all.
Debate · is an important, if not
invaluable aid to free people
everywhere who pursue the truth in
decision making concerning nations of
people and the world today.
Therefore I accept this invitation
with the hope that I along with the
Collegiate Association for the
Research of Principles. of which I am a

member here in New Hampshire, will
be allowed to enthusiastically support
the El Salvadorian government of
Duarte and the U.S. foreign policy
initiated on behalf of her southern
neighbor, for their own peaceful
solution. Why is it so hard to believe in
American freedom throughout the
world'?
Michael D. Tillman
(ex-president of UNH CARP, Fall
term)
P.O. Box 408, Durham, NH

Mini-dorIDs
To the Editor:
The commentary entitled "Enough is
Enough" which was in The New
Hampshire on April 7th contained the
following perversion of the truth:
"What's more suprising is that
residents of the mini-dorms , an ·
environmentally conscious group of
students, weren't aware of the chemical
storage situation near the University's
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Water Supply, even though it is just a
stone's throw away from where they
live, on the other side of the tracks."
Had the author of the article, Mr.
George Newton, bothered to take the
time to uncover the facts before
fabricating them, he would have
discovered that there are students in the
minidorms that knew of the chemical
storage site. He would had also
discovered that the site was of concern
to those students.
But instead of practicing responsible
reporting, Mr. Newton showcased his
poor reporting techniques by writing
facts which he clearly had not taken the
time to investigate fully.
We hope that in the future Mr.
Newton will not continue to make
statements, such as the one quoted
above, without first checking the
validity of those statements.
Thank You,
Dennis Perreault
Woodruff House

SBP
To the Editor:
With the elections for the Student
Body President just concluded we
would like to take this opportunity to
thank all the people who helped us out
and congratulate our opponents.
With the aid of our staff, friends, and
supporters we gave it all we had. Even
thou.Rh the outcome wasn't what we
had hoped for, much good came o_ut of
the campaign. John and I had the
opportunity to meet many people and
experience an aspect of University
living which is undescribable.
We appreciate the efforts made by all
and hope to remain active at UNH.
Thanks to all.
Sincerely,
Laura E. Nagy
John Turner

Blood drive
To the Editor:
In the midst of pulling things
together for our capricious theme "It's
a Bunny Hop" I happened to turn on an
old World War II movie and I want to
share a very small part of it with you.
The star of the story, a Red Cross
volunteer, was speaking about the
American Red Cross at a pep rally, and
since it has been so much a part of my
life, I stopped to listen. She stressed
that Red Cross had been founded to
serve-with the (aith that people helping
people could succeed-this faith has now
worked for I00 years!
In the Easter season of the Red Cross
Centennial year, I can think of no way
to better express why we need you so
much on April 13 , 14, 15, 16 at the
MUB from IO a.m. to 3 p.m. each day!
Certainly the promise of spring makes
it possible for us to have faith -in the
fellowship of man.
However, there a re those less
fortunate who need that faith and
promise restored and you are just the
ones who can do it!!
Join us at our childlike portrayal of
an Easter scene and give &omeone the
"Sunniest Bunny Day" they ever had!!
They11 love you for it and so will we!
Sincerely,
Jarry Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross Blood Chr.

Dance
•
review
To the Editor:
I realize it may be a lot to ask that
The New Hampshire assign someone '
with dance (and / or music) expertise to
review the University's dance
productions. but it does seem as though
a thorough review would be the least
we readers could expect.
Two sentences of Martha Thomas's
article dealt with Jean Mattox's lively
and entertaining number. while twothirds of it was denoted to the first
dance of the evening - which l suspect
was due to the fact that most of her
information came direct from the
program. Yet. in spite of the length of
her comments. she st1l tailed to·
mention that the·· "jazz accompaniment· · was live and on stage (with the
exception of Thursday evening when
the music was on tape).
I also take objection to her
inadequate description of Jean
Brown's "Starpeople" as a "Space
Thriller." And. to me her comments
regarding their costumes were written
out of desire to find something negative
to say ( Reviewers often feel they've
failed in their task if they present a
wholly positive piece.) I happened to
find that both the light reflecting off the
tinfoil and the rustling contributed to
the overall effect of the dance. And as
far as its "inhibiting the view of the

dancers' movements," they used
nothing but their legs arms; and the
tinfoil in no way inhibited them.
But my major criticism is with Ms.
Th6mas' omission of the fact that
"Starpeople" was also a collaboration
between choreographer and composer,
as was "Rachel & Billy's First Set," on
which she spent so much time. And I
happen to believe' the fact that the
composer (whose name, by the way, is
Richard Gardyina) is a Durham
resident affiliated with the UNH music
department and composed the "eery
music" specifically for Mrs. Brown is
indeed noteworthy. It's not everyday
that two local artists join their talents in
such a way. And to fail to even mention
the composer's name after he spent a
good many months preparing the piece
(which "eery" doesn't describe in the
slightest way) is Iin my estimation,
simply not good reporting. And much
of that information was in the
program, too!
Sincerely,
Rae Pica
Durham

WoJDen's
Center

To the Editor:
Dear Larry:
In regards to your commentary in
The New Hampshire titled "Games
that people shouldn't play," I feel that
you missed the whole purpose of just
why the basketball game was allowed
to be played.
It was stated in your commentary
that the President was very close to
dying on the operating table when in
actuality he was never really near death
and he came through the operation in
flying colors.
But let us say for the moment, Larry,
that the President was in some kind of
danger of dying, would not the
basketball game serve as a form of
entertainment for a few hours to maybe
help the people of this country take
their minds off the serious problem
with which they were faced.
Also your suggestion to postpone the
game to later in the same week would
have been difficult to do because the
Forum in Philadelphia was heavily
booked up by the basketball Sixers of
the NBA and the Philadelphia Flyers of
the NHL.
.
I personally am glad that they did
have the presence of mind to continue
the playing of the NCAA basketball
championship game to give the
sorrowed people of this country
something to cheer about on such a
tragic day as it was.
Thank you,
Michael Perreault

To the Editor:
The Women's Center would like to
inform the entire campus community
of our upcoming events. We will be
sponsoring a film series which will
include:
April 21-"Killing Us Softly:
Advertising's Image of Women." This
To the Editor:
t1lm explores the explo1tat1ve
Dear Mr. McGrath:
psychological and sexuai themes in
In res_ponse to your commentary
advertising.
that the NCAA Championship game
April 28-"Taking Our Bodies Back:
should
not have been played Monday
The Women's Health Movement." ·
night due to the assasination attempt of
This film deals with various health
Ronald Reagan, I have to disagree,
issues such as self-help, abortion,
only because of the extraordinary
childbirth, and breast cancer.
circumstances surrounding the
May 5-"Rape Culture." This film is a
incident. Granted, it doesn't happen
valuable consc10usness-raiser because
too often that the President of the
it puts rape in social context.
United States gets his life threatened,
May 12 (tentative) - "The Willmar
s°.·,, T"i-i°is fflm "is a·bout a strike by bank which is just what it was.
Reagan was never "struggling for his
workers that received national
life" as you led us to believe. The only
attention on "60 Minutes."
time Americans did not know his true
All ot these lilms will start at 7:30
condition was during the three hour
p.m. and will be followed by an
surgery. After 7 p.m. Reagan's
informal open discussion. They will be
condition. described by the doctor that
shown in the Carroll-Belknap Room of
performed the surgery. was listed as
the MU B. Donations will be accepted
"good," a 100 percent chance of full
at the door.
recovery.
Other coming attractions include:
It's obivous that should Reagan's
April IO-Rhode Island Feminist
condition have been any worse or even
Theatre performing "Internal Injury,"
up in the air, the game would have been
co:sponsored with A Safe Place. This
postponed. Furthermore. the decision
play examines issues surrounding
to play the game at all wasn't made
battered women. It will take place in
until Reagan's condition was clarified
Murkland Hall Auditorium at 8:00
to the NCAA Committee by Reagan's
p.m. Tickets are on sale in the Women's
doctors themselves.
Center. $4 in advance, $5 at the door.
In your story you claimed that since
May JO-Women's Center Benefit
the Academy Awards were cancelled so
Dance at the Stone Church in
should the basketball game. If the game
Newmarket. Featuring the band "Lost
had been cancelled it would have
Time." $2 donation at door. Minors
created adverse complications for the
must be accompanied by adult. 7 p.m.16,000 or so out-of-town fans attending
1 a.m .
the game. Moreover, the Spectum, the
The Women's Center
site of the finals. was booked for the
next night as the 76ers had priority.
whereas with the Oscars postponing
the event for one ni_ght wouldn't make
that big of a deal since most of the
To the Editor:
people attending were from Hollywood
This letter is in response to the article
anyway.
by Larry McGrath entitled "Games
Mr. McGrath. we all sat in shock. in
that people maybe shouldn't play,"
silence, in disbelief. in front of the
which was in last Tuesday's paper. This
television set for six straight hours
article condemns two basketball teams
awaiting a confirmation on the
and the organizers of the NCAA. for
President's safe condition. Once we
playing the final on the night an
got this confirmation we knew the day's
attempt was made on our President's
events must continue. including the
life.
NCAA Championship game. ·
The writer claims that they had no
Sincerely,
moral right to go ahead with the game
" ... as our nation's leader struggled for
Robert Cole
his life." But did he struggle for his life'?
This and other statements in the article
To the Editor:
suggested that our President was on his
Dearest Mr. McGrath: ·
death bed. while all through the day
Your article "Games that people
reports from officials. and doctors
maybe shouldn't play" shows that your
involved said that President Reagan
morals are in the right place as far as
was never in any danger. He was always
what is important to the United States.
considered in good condition.
America was stunned when they heard
At the time the game was to begin. it
that President Reagan was shot. Many
was reported that the President's
people stopped their activities and
surgery went well and the President
waited for any news as to President
was in good condition still. Had he
Reagan's and the three other victim's
been in more serious condition. the
conditions; but one thing that wasn't
story would have been different.
affected by this grave news was the
My concern would have turned
playing of the NCAA consolation and
rather to Secretary of the Press Brady.
Final games.
who was truly in a life or death
It is about time that we evaluate our
sit-uation. Also. when another child's
morals in this society. The basketball
body 1s found in Atlanta. the day's
games didn't necessarily have to be
events go on as usual. I think these
played that night. A national crisis like
tragedies are much more severe than a
this gives ample reason for the game to
near miss.
be postponed to another date or not
The writer then stated that to show
played at all.
concern. the game should have been
No game can be more important
postponed to one of the following
than this incident and it is expecially
nights. Did he not know that the
important that we stress this to the
Spectrum was booked_ solid for the
youths of this country; amongst who,
fo i1ow"ing week? Was the game to be are the college students who partook in
cam:t:m:u a11 wgether"! Ut course not.
and watched this game. They will be the
President Reagan himself said that he
leaders of this country in years to come
would rather be in Philly.
so good examples must be set for them
Get the facts straight.
and the playing of these games was not
Jennifer Brook
a good example .
Ed. s note: According to a Philadelphia
A game is only worth the enjoyment
Spectrum spokesperson, the next
which is gotten out of it and it was very
availahle date was Wednesday, April I,
hard to enjoy this particular game with
/981 (two days later).
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the uncertain conditions of Preiident
Reagan and the other three victims
lingering in everyone's mind.
Sincerely,
Robert M. Flanders
U.N.H.

USA fear
To the Editor:
I would like to respond to the
editorial written by J.C.Lameer in last
week's New Hampshire. We were all
shaken by the attack on our president
and because of this many of us looked
and saw for the first time the fear which
has been instilled in us because of
people who feel they have the right to
end one's life because of what they have
said, stand for, or look like. It seems
almost insane that one · man almost
changed a nation's history. Why did he
do this? Because he didn't like another
man's views. It doesn't seem right that
this man had the power to kill a whole
nation's spirit and pride.
It seems that all great men have been
chastized at one point by a single
person or a small group of people. It is
scary to think that if I voice my opinion
or try to do something good for
someone I too may be shot at.
Fear starts within you and spreads

like a plague. y OU are afraid so you go
buy some protection ...a gun or knife.
So many of us ·have followed this
pat~ern. Soon these "protection''
devices fall into the wrong hands and
are used for the wrong reasons ...
sometimes against you!
I am deeply saddened by the turn this
country has taken. Yes there is a
"malignant brain tumor" growing and
it is up to all of us to stop it. We must
take action now, before it is too late.
Sincerely,
Laura Jenness,
a concerned American

Concert
To the Editor:
· f would like to express my gratitude
to those people at the Memorial Union
Building who helped make the
Livingston Taylor concert in the MUB
Pub last weekend a success. Without
the last minute cooperation that -I
received, the show would not have
gone on.
An extra special thanks goes to Carl,
Jim, Mike, Vinnie, The Simulation
Games Club, and the Pub staff.
Thanks again,
Eileen Maltese
MUSO Pub Program Director

Hop over
to the
~unny Hop
at Durhalll Red Cross
Blood Drive
April 13, 14, 15, 16
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. MUB
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MUSO FILM SOCIEIY

E

I

presents.

I

April 12 THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD Dir.: Michael Curtiz, William Keighley.
Cast: Errol Flynn, Olivia DeHaviland, Basil Rathbone, Claude Rains, Alan Hale. 1938.
Color.
THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD is a pure delight for all film goers. This rousing
story is filled with brilliant sword play, beautiful and breathtaking sets and costumes,
and the film wonderfully combines action and comedy. Dashing Errol Flynn plays the
brave Robin Hood, and even does all of the stunts himself! The rest of the cast conjure up
fond memories, and masterfully directed by Curtiz and Keighley, they fulfill the classic
tale of Robin and his merry men, who steal from the rich and give to the poor. " Welcome
to '>herwood Forest " on Sunday, April 12.

April 16 MY BRILLIANT CAREER Dir.: Gillian Armstrong. Cast: Judy Davis, Sam Neill,
Wendy Hug_hes, 1979. Australian.
"MY BRILLIANT CAREER marks the beginning of exactly that for both the high-spirited
Australian director, Gillian Armstrong, and its rambunctious young star. Adapted from
a semi-autobiographical novel by the same name, it offers a turn -of-the -century heroine
who seems to have wandered from the pages of a Louisa May Alcott novel into the
Australian Outback, where her buoyant sense of mischief takes on the same grand
dimensions as the exotic, perpetually surprising terrain." (NY Times)

The man
wh.o fell to Earth
April 19 • Easter, enjoy the holiday.
April 23 THE MAI\' WHO FELL TO EARTH Dir. : Nicholas Roeg. Cast: David Bowie, Buck
Henry, Rip Torn, Candy Clark. 1976.
A science fiction classic, this is surely the most spectacular and sensitive film director

"AN EXCITING ANO
EXOTIC ADVENTURE!"

Nicholas Roeg has done to date. David Bowie masterfully plays a frail and exotic ingenue
exposed to and finally overcome by modern technology, American capitalism and his
earthly love. Based on the novel by Walter Tevis, THE MAN WHO FELL TO EARTH is a
touching and visually stunning masterpiece.

A knockout of a '!!.,f:).!tf!
The utmost in
suspense _.,____,.._
Yves Montand in

STATE

-Jud ith C ri sl NBC -TV

April 26 WALKABOUT Dir.: Nicholas Roeg. Cast: Jenny Agutter, Lucien John, David
Gump/Iii. 1971 .
Based on the novel -by James Vance Marshall, this Nicholas Roeg film details rites of
passage with a rare purity of vision. Two European children are abandoned in the
Australian Outback by their deranged father; fortunately, they are discovered by a
young aborigine boy who helps them survive in the unspoiled, primitive world. As they
near civilization, cultural differences intrude.

JILL

ClAYBURGH

IFSIEIE

~lJ

From the team that made 'Z'

I

Any resemblance to actual events or to
anyone living or dead is n2! accidental.
from Cinema 5

I

April 30 STA TE OF SIEGE Director: Costa-Gavres. Cast: Yves Montand, Renato
Salvator( O.E. Hasse, Jean -Luc Bideau .. 19 73. French (subtitled)
This tense drama of a political ki dnapping is based on the actual kidnapping of a U.S.
official in Latin America a few years ago. Piece by piece, revolutionaries uncover the
discreetly concealed function of the 'special advisor in their country, and a gripping
portrait of the U.S. role in Latin America takes place. With the United States turned
towards El Salvador, this film should not be missed. Also, Iranian students stole copies
of this film and used them as a primer for taking over the U.S. embassy in Teheran.

ml ..
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A FILM BY

BERNARDO BERTOLUCCI

t 1979 JOTH CENTURY j;Q:r

May 3 LUNA Dir.: Bernardo Bertolucci. Cast: Jill Clayburgh. ,Matthew Barry, Renato
Salvaton'. Fred Gwynne. 1979.
Bernardo Bertolucci (LAST TANGO) directed this bold, unusual drama starring Jill
Clayburgh in a tour de force performance as a recently widowed opera star whose career
has given her precious little time for her teenage son. She takes him to Rome hoping that
the trip might bring them closer together, but she is unaware of his emotional turmoil.
When she discovers his addiction to heroin, Clayburgh devotes herself to helping him.
Through the difficult ordeal of aiding her son to find his identity, she redefines her own,
even to the point of expressing her love for him sexually in the film ·s most controversial
se uence.

May 7 THE STUNTMAN Dir. : Richard Rush. Cast: Peter O' Toole, Steve Hailsback.
Barbara Hershey. 1980.
This innovative, energetic masterpiece of pure movie -making places director Richard
Rush in the class of cinematic virtuosos. A movie within a movie, a suspenseful mystery,
an off-beat romance: no formula applies to THE STUNTMAN, which weaves
innumerable and dazzling stunts and impressive performances into a complex story
about paranoia and illusion versus reality. Peter O' Toole deserved an Oscar for his
performance of a satanic movie director who, in his mania, adopts a fugitive from the law
(Steve Railsback, HELTER SKEL TERJ to stand in for a stunt man killed on the set of a
World War I epic. Intense, cynical Railsback grips his fear and literally throws himself

I

I

into the role as well as in the arms of beautiful heroine Barbara Hershey and a
dangerously engaging relationship with O'Toole.

May 10 THE LAST PICTURE SHOW Dir .. Peter Bogdanov/ch. Cast: Timothy Bottoms, Jeff
Bridges. Ellen Burstyn, Cybil Shepherd. 1971 . B&W.
A towering work, and perhaps the finest achievement of director Peter Bogdanovich and

,------------.

star Cybil Shepherd, whose careers this film launched. THE LAST PICTURE SHOW is
about life in a dreary Te xas town - and there is an oppressi ve sense of doom that hangs
over the town. Ben Johnson, as Sam the Lion, represents all that w as good about the
land . he runs the pool hall and the picture show. But as Sam the Lion di es, the last of the
West and the American dre am it represents has passed. BEN JOHNSON and CLORIS
LEACHM.IJ.N received Academy Awards for their performances.

Muso films are shown Thursdays and Sundays in the
Strafford Room at the MUB. Show times are at 7:00 and
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Arts & Features
Durst gets behind the MUB Pub and pushes

James Durst Tuesday night in the MUB PUB. (Tim Skeer photo)

By JoAnne Keeney
If you missed James Durst's
concert Tuesday night, you missed
some good advice on how to beat
the midsemester doldrums: "Get
Behind Yourself..And Push!"
The concert, the fifth in a series
Durst has performed around the
country to benefit the 8th
International Human Unity
Conference, was held in the MU B
cafeteria. It was co-sponsored by
the Seacoast Human Unity
Council · and the Society for
· Wholistic Living.
James Durst is a folk singersongwriter who has performed
from Yugoslavia to Los Angeles.
He sings in twelve different
languages and is fluent in Danish,
German, and English.
His music celebrates · unity and
self-motivation. The meaning of
his slogan, "A Credo For Our
Time, 'Baby, Get Behind Yourself
and Push,,,. is that if you _d on't
believe in yourself, how can you
expect others to believe in you?
James Durst believes in himself,
and it shows in his confident
performance. It was an upbeat ·
evening.
It almost seems as if there is no
such thing as a "Song Sung Blue,"
in Durst's repertoire. He wrote all
hut five of the seventeen songs he

performed, and of those he wrote, has· you firs·t ."
While he may have had his
only three, "Better Love Than
Never," a wistful little love song, tongue in his cheek while writing
"Cyprus," about the struggles some of these songs, he says he isn't
between the Greek Cypriots and intentionally poking fun. He wants
the Turks, and .. A Whaling the listener to interpret the songs
Triology," were at all downbeat. for himself.
,He says he comes by his song
Everything else was clever or
ideas in every conceivable way.
funny, or both.
For instance, "To Jesus," is a ..I've awakened from dreams with
quick-tempoed prayer asking a song idea, I've labored for years
Jesus to fix a broken heart. In it, on a s.o ng, I've pieced them
Durst invokes all the cliches you together from fragments, I've
ever heard in broken heart songs, written them down and then
and some he must have made up wondered where they came from.
himself-"a heart covered with The only constant in my
rust"- and ends with the songwriting is that I always write
unexpected plea, "May my heart the words first, complete the
be free to give and receive love thought, and then the music."
This probably explains why his
until the cows come home Amen!"
tunes are no·t memorable. The
A real crowd pleaser.
Durst seems fond of new twists. tunes serve as vehicles for Durst's
Witness the ,title of his lively song creative lyrics, which are his real
to a cold-hearted lover: "The Bleak strength as a songsmith. He
and Frozen Tundra of Your performs alone, acc~mpanring
Heart." Another clever piece himself on a twelve-stnng gmtar.
entitled "Nureyev's Feet," is about He plays confidently, never
the Russian ballet dancer told missing a chord, the audience is
from his shoes' point of view. And, hardly aware of the accompani'"The Guppy Song." He called it "a ment. When he picks the melody
human unity song with social there is never a twang or a miss.
His voice, while not great, is
relevance about the world
population problem. "The idea is to . pleasant. He has plenty of natural
.. have a friend for dinner-a halfbaked politician, a seasoned actor,
Durst, page 17
a peasant-under-glass-before he

Godard hits Cinema Pirouettes and broken tackles
Every Man for Himself
French title - Sauve Qui Peut (La
·
Vie)
Directed by Jean-Luc Godard.
Released in the States in late 1980.
By Patrick J. Brennick
When one watches Jean LucGodard's new film, Every Man for
Himself(SauveQui Peut(La Vie)),
the cinematic elements overtake
the senses and one is transformed
into the picture.
The film focuses on three people
who need to define themselves.
Paul Godard (Jacques Dutrone) is
a producer whose relationships are
being cut off. He can't get along
with his ex-wife, doesn't
understand his daughter, his
girlfriend leaves him.
It · is no coincidence that the
character shares his name with the
film's director-his search for a
fulfilling life and s·ome of the
problems in non-communication
in the modern world plague
everyone.
Denise (Nathalie Baye) is Paul's
girlfriend, who wants to live in the
country because she feels
constricted in the city, she is
working on a 'project,' but she does
not know what her writings will
turn into. Through her writing she
is trying to expiate feelings, to
grasp something in rife: Paul was
not the answer.
The final major character is
Isabelle (Isabelle Huppert), a
prostitute who is struggling for
independence. She remains
indifferent to her work, but tries to
keep some pride: she tries to get
away from her pimp (and is beaten
up), gets a new apartment, and, in
her best, scene, talks to an old
friend outside the door of a hotel
room. She has a trick inside, and
she wants to keep her self-esteem.
She wants to tell her friend she's a
hooker, but cannot, either through
pride or because her friend would
not understand. In Every Man she
continues the outstanding work
that she did in Chabrol's
.. Violette."
She shows all facets of a
character. and goes about it with
an almost unnoticeable subtlety.
This disinterested whore laughs·
and cha ts with Denise, and is
brutally honest to her sister. who
becomes a prostitute because she

need money to get friends out of
jail.
Fate is important in the story. The
characters are intertwined
throughout the film. Paul is picked
up by Isabelle while in line for
Chaplin's City Lights; later
Isabelle takes Paul's girlfriend
Denise's apartment.
Music is a motif in the story.
Different women in scenes hear a
snatch of a musical theme, but not
Paul's downbeat theme. The film is
broken into four sections, the final
one entitled La Musique.
The four sections of the film
(Life, the Imaginary, Trade, and
Music) evoke. the themes of the
film ... Life" is the dull existance of
obnoxious opera singing, the
opening image of the film. The
imagery is the attempt of Denise to
find her life through her work.
.. Trade" is Isabelle's attempt to
become independent of her pimp
and to control her own destiny.
.. Music is the orchestra in the
alley, the intrusion of the unfixed
into life.
Goddard's cinematic techniques
are never less than spectacular. His
use of sound, the overlaps from
scene to scene and the scenewith in-a-scene sound bridge,
showing what happens outside,
shows the realism of the world in
cinematic language. He is also the
master of the stop-motion, slowmotion technique, establishing a
mood and the time element.
"Every Man For Himself" is an
ironic show of the breakdown of
the society and relationships,
where everything is expressed in
abhorrent sexual acts. Paul says of
Denise and himself, "We can't
seem to touch without bruising
each other." There is an office
scene where a businessman and an
assistant hire two whores ( one is
Isabelle) and set up a sex act that is
a machine.Thesceneispathetic.and
Denise's voice-over about
relationships ties it together.
If I have any criticism with the
film. it is that I get the feeling that
Goddard is holding back. When he
makes a point. his insight is
profound. but I don't think he
explores the possibilities fully.
But as a film. Every Man For
Himself captures the essence of
psychological breakdown.

By Joanne Catz
He took a flying leap, toes
pointed, back leg extended, and
landed in Barishnikov's style,
clearing the tackled body of the
defensive linebacker. As he told
the members of his ballet class the
next day, he felt for a brief second
during that leap on the football
field that he was in his ballet class.
There are ar. increasing number
of men taking dance courses at
UNH - some that are football
players, runners, swimmers, and
even weight lifters. Ten years ago
only a few men were on their toes
in UNH dance courses - now they
make up to close of half of the
theater dance classes and in

modern dance and balleJ they
comprise almost 25 percent of the
class.
Dance instructor Jean Brown
saw the first breakthrough in the
number of men enrolling in dance
courses about a decade ago. She
attributes this to the decade's
attitude change and perhaps the
addition of Larry Robertson, a
male dance instructor.
"The culture change brought
men into dance," she says, "and its
impact is still being felt by this
generation." She finds the students
of today more open-minded.
.. People aren't thinking sexist,"
says Barry Buck who is in a ballet
class this semester.
-

Henry Stevens, (Henri Barber photo)

"No one has ever commented
negatively," adds Mark Dussault
who is taking his third dance
course ... They seem to be intrigued
more than anything else."
Although his peers were not
critical, Bob Richardson, who
took ballet last semester, found it
was his parents who were. "They
don't want me to take ballet
again," he said, "the think it's kind
of feminine."
In ballet the men are required to
wear tights. The first day may be
"awkward and uncomfortable"for
some, said Buck, but they quickly
get used to it .
.. It used to be that women felt
the same way about wearinB
leotards," Dance instructor Brown
recalls.
Wearing tights "leaves nothing
up to the imagination for either
sex," Buck says, this is the point of
wearing them. It enables dancers
to see if their knees are bent or their
legs are straight.
"It's important," says Brown,
"to be able to see what the legs are
doing."
There is a need for more men for
partner dancing. "There aren't
enough to go around," says Jean
Gagnon who is taking modern
dance and had ballet last semester.
She would like to see more men
enroll. "It makes it much more
interesting," she said.
The special qualities men bring
to dance are strength - "a strong
physical presence" - and elevation,
according to Brown. "They have
strong legs and narrow hips which
makes it easier for them and
enables them to do lifts." The best
dancers, she says are the stronger
dancers, "the more strength, the
more masculine."
The men that are in the dance
classes are taking them for a
variety of reasons. Dance fulfills a
Group Two requirement, is
required for theater majors, but
the majority take it for physical
fitness and personal reasons.
Body-builder Bob Richardson
took ballet last semester in hopes
to "gain grace" and to learn to pose
in his weight lifting competitions.
He felt the class had really helped
him.

Ballet, page 16
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Ballet
continued from page IS

.. It helps everyone," says Brown,
••except the innately uncoordinated," which she finds to be a
rare case. Athletes find that dance
helps them in strength, agility,
coordination, flexibility, and
balance. The men's hockey team a
few years ago did ballet exercises in
their practices. Dancing, as an

exercise, use~ ·'tvery muscle in the
body.
••Ninety percent perspiration
a~d ten percent inspiration" is a
cl1che Brown feels is true in regards
to dance. Some are surprised to
find how tiring and strenuous
dance can be and that it's not as
easy as it looks.
••1 thought ballet would be so
simple," said Buck, .. but it's quite a
workout."
In fact, on a recent edition of
CBS' PM Magazine _a series of

• r
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tests with members of the Hoston
Ballet showed the ballet dancer to
be the ·•perfect athlete." Their
endurance, strength, and
flexibility rated much higher than
other athletes and it was found
they were in better physical shape.
••1t encompasses more than
other sports," says Dussault, who's
done cross country, skiing,
hockey, and soccer at varsity
levels. He's taking modern dance
and theater dance - a combination
of jazz and tap. ••it involv~s every

Monday-Tuesday (April 13-14)

DISTINGUISHED VISITING PHILOSOPHER
OF SCIENCE*
Professor Bas van Fraassen, presently of Princeton University,
will visit UNH to:
--present a lecture to students
on the testing of scientific hypothesis;
Tuesday, April 14, 2-3:30,
Ham Smith 41.
Interested students welcome.

--deliver a Public Lecture:
The World of Empiricism;
Tuesday, April I 4, 8 pm,
Parsons LIOI.

*Sponsored by the Philosophy Department, UNHJ with a grant
from The Council for Philosophical Studies and The National
Endowment for the Humanities.
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aspect of physical fitness:" he says,
..even mind coordination is
involved in dance."
A feel of rhythm, a musical
sense, and a fantastic memory are
needed by dancers and what
Brown calls ••intellectual aspect" of
the conceptualization of the idea.
·•This is what carries dance over
into the idea of art," she explains.
The art of dance was one of the
reasons Buck had for taking ballet.
He says he'd always loved to watch
· it and hoped to gain ••a deeper
appreciation" be taking a class.
One artist who is widely
appreciated is Barishnikov, whose
strength and style make him
among the most popular male
dancers. The attention lately has
been given not just to the prima
ballerina, but to the male star.
·•when women find that kind of
man attractive," says Buck, .. it
really says something."

Submit typed
letters
to the Editor
in Room 151
of the MUB.

Send our FTD

Easter Baskef Bouquet
early.
An exclusive FTD
woven basket filled
~~~"Co..
with beautiful
fresh spring
J{~.u~-~£11_

flowers. Cal I or
visit us today.
Everyone loves an
Easter Basket.

Easter is Sunday, April 19.

Red Carpet Flower and Gift Shop
Hours: M-F 9-5:30
S 9-5
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Helping y o u
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In the rugged mountains of Wyoming and Washington,
NOLS is teaching the essential skills of backcountry living.
On the Alaskan artic tundra
and the grasslands of Kenya,
East Africa , NOLS students
are learning the challenges
of enjoying and preserving
the wild lands of the earth.
For fifteen years THE
NATIONAL OUTDOOR
LEADERSHIP SCHOOL has
trained wilderness leaders
for most of the major outdoor programs in this
country. Today, the unique
non-prof it educational center
offers over 30 different
backcountry courses which
range in length from 2
weeks to 3 ½ months.
If you want to LEARN
WILDERNESS this summer
send for your free copy of
the 1981 NOLS catalogue
of courses.

COLLEGE CREDIT
AVAILABLE

Write: NOLS Dept. 127-80

P.O. Box AA
LANDER. WYO 82520
or call (307) 332-4381
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He admits the schedule gets him
down sometimes. "I can't deny
having been down. But there are
people and events that bring me
out of it." One of those occurred
while he was performing in Skopje,
Yugoslavia. Very few people speak
English there. A woman came up
to him after the concert and said
through an interpreter, "I didn't
understand what you said, but I
understood what you sang." For
Durst, that makes it worthwhile.
The crowd Tuesday night was
small, only about _60 people, and
most of them seemed to know each
other- many friendly greetings and

Durs t
continued from page IS
volume, both in the high and low
ranges, and has control of his voice
even when he sings softly. Only
toward the end of the _evening,
after an hour and a half of intense
performing, did his voice crack at
all in the higher ranges. But he is so
professional, the listener wasn't
sure whether it was actually
supposed to be part of the !TIUSic or
not.

Durst smiles a lot while
performing, often closing his eyes
and lifting his face to the ceiling.
He sometimes bounces up and
down in childlike enjoyment of his
own music. He is a polished
performer who manages to seem
spontaneous. His simple
wardrobe-faded blue jeans and
long-sleeved dress shirt topped
with a T-shirt-plus the simple stage
setting-a backdrop with a Phoenix
rising from ashes which is the logo
of his company, Phoenixsongsadded to the casual atmosphere.
Durst majored in music at
Fullerton College in California for
a couple of years and then went on
to Cal-State Long Beach to get his
degree in radio, television and film.
He has one album entitled "James
Durst Songsmith, "and is working
on another. He writes most of his
songs on the road, often "in the
back seat of a chauffeur-driven
Rambler" in some foreign
country. He is also working on a
book and is committed to the
Human Unity Conference tour
uhtil July. Although pressured,
Durst says he is happy because he
knows how to relax and enjoy the
present. 'Tm not caught up in
yesterday or tomorrow."
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hugs-which probably means the
Seacoast Human Unity Council
merribers turned out. It was like a
religious gathering where everyone
agreed to agree.
Durst didn't seem disappointed,
though. "Unity is the foundation
for what I do. It is something I
think is important, plus it gives me
an appreciative, attentive audience
and a chance to express a message.
I'd rather do this than sing in sleezy
beer halls." ·
It's too bad, because James
Durst, Songsmith, deserves a
wider audience. Lots of people
need to hear his get-behindyourself-a nd-push message.
Ted Lewis, a folk singer who has
performed around the Exeter area,

opened the tlvening with several
songs. He was followed by the
Epping Ragtime Ensemble.::Lani
and Gail Spahr and Kevin
Reichlin-playin g a marimba,
electric guitar and oboe. It seemed
like an unusual combination of
instruments, but they did a
creditable, if uninspiring, job on
some Scot~ Joplin rag.
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If You Love Music
· Like We Love Music
We've got-What you need.

STONE 659-6321
CHURCH

N-0-W
AT 6:55 & 9:00
- SUN 6:15 & 8:15
MATS SAT & SUN
1:00 & 3:00

Rock Bottom's
Everday Low Prices

April 10 & 11 Fri _& Sat

he numan comedy

'13.98
$9.98
'8.98
List Prices 17.98

•9.99
•6.98
•s.79
•4.99

BLUE
LIGHTS

vs.

Bruce Springsteen's "The River"
List Price $15 .98

-01nc1ne-

i%.'1~

29 Congress St ., Market Square
Portsmouth ••••••• 436-5618

happy hour 8-9

~~=

Positive IDs please

- -· --.., HTiP~I

A RECORD STORE TO ENJOY

Thurs. April 2:1

TAL·ENT SCDUT®
A MONTHLY REVIEW FOR THE MODELING I ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY

TALENT SCOUT is a new monthly trade magazine being sent (unsolicite_d) to over ten thousand
model/ talent agencies throughout the U.S.A.
Now you may have your photo reach thousands of local ·and national motion picture studios,
commercial photographers, producers, advertising agencies, Television-magazine-newspaper
agencies all in one TA LENT SCOUT edition.
TALENT SCOUT IS NOT AN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY, AND DOES NOT MAKE ANY SUCH
REPRESENTATIONS, NOR DOES TALENT SCOUT COLLECT FEES IN CONNECTION WITH ANY
CONTRACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT / MODELING INDUSTRY AGREEMENTS THAT MAY ARISE
AS A POSSIBLE RESULT OF ITS PUBLICATION.
The Entertc1inment/Mod eling Industry expends untold sums each year in seeking and developing
new talent for advertising, T.V. commercials, magazines. newspapers. books. etc. Many part time
and full time work is presently located right in a city nearest to your honw
The type of earnings derived in this ·profession is astounding, and many have made it a life long
vocation. You may also be aware of those ,n the entertainment / modeling profession that were
discovered under more unusual circumstances than this which we offer as a service to the
industry and to those ~eeking some exposure in it
All inquires are directed to you. Though we cannot guarantee Y(?U successful inquires as a result
of your- photograph being published in TALENT SCOUT, we do guarantee it reaching the
appropriate parties in the entertainment/ modeling services that in fact make the decisive agree-

)
John Brock is given a balloon by the Health t·air cat during the
MUB's fair_ yesterday. (Tim Lorette photo)

ent with new talent.
. PLEASE CLIP AND RETURN THIS FORM WITH PHOTO AND PAYMENT ·
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· AGREEMENT WITH PUBLISHER·
I thP undprs1g1wd do hen•b\ rf•qut•,t that thP Pn< losl'tl photogr,1ph b,• publ1,h,•d 111 10.tXXl c op1p-, nt I ALI N 1 SCOUT whteh
i, to bP ,pnt lo Im al and nation.ii <1gf'nc i<•, ,111d rt' liltt>d wrvicPs 111 thP ,•nlPrl,1111111<•11I modt>ling 111du,trv I do hPrPby agreP
to hold hMml""· and indf•mniiv 1,\aNl SCOU 1 tnr <1nv claim,. ,H t1011,, omi,,1011,, , 011m11"1n11,. bv any .ind all
111d1v1du,1I,. ,1gPn< 11 •,. lt•g,11 ,1Uthont11•,, , orpor,lt101h. th.it mav bP fH r ,1,1011nl ,1, .i dtrPf tor 111d1r1•, I r,•,ult ot thf• publi,hmg
of thP f'n< losPd photogr,1:1h II ,1 1111nor. th,· IPg,11 p,m•nt gu.ird1,1n 1wrm1t, publ1< ,lt1on. ,rnd iurth,·r ,111 .. ,t, th<1t 1Alf NT
FEE: $45.00-MONTHLY ISSUE
SCOUl ,hall b,· ,,1wd h,irml(•" ior public at1on
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8 PM MONDAY APRIL 13 TICKETS $3.50 STUDENTS $2.50
STRAFFORD ROOM AVAILABLE AT MUB TICKET OFFICE
MEMORIAL UNION (862-2290 FOR RESERVATIONS)
DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE AND AT THE DOOR.
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HAVE A
LEGAL PROBLE JI?
Contact: Student Legal Services
Room 131 MUB
862-1712
Hours: 9-4 Monday through Friday

'-<>I

I~ A

Signature of Person In Photo

MINOR

Signature of Parent or Legal Guardian

r. ':.

TA LENT SCOUT
154-64 12TH AVENUE
WHITESTONf;. NEW YORK 11357
(212) 746-4912

·"

J·

-

PLEASE SUBMIT BLACK & WHITE PHOTO (If Possible)-

,.

~~-

NO.

As a full-time undergradua te, you are entitled
· to legal advice which is covered through the
Student Activity Fee.

-

All AGES NEEDED -

AGE

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

GENERAL LOCATION:
SEX

EYES
HAIR
(Other Peritnent lnformat,on On File)

Cancer

in which we give them selenium,"
said Thompson. "We also vary the
amounts of carcinogens given."
continued from page three
Tumors that develop are
In a March 25 article appearing watched carefully and Thompson
in The Boston Globe, it was and his assistants measure the rate
reported that in cases where 25 at which they grow and disappear.
times as much selenium was fed to
"Preliminary results have been
rats, cancers didn't form in 85 positive," said Thompson, "but we
percent of the test animals.
won't have any clear-cut answers
Thompson is currently looking for perhaps two years, and, if those
at the inhibiting effects of selenium answers are significantly positive,
in three phases of cancer several additional years of testing
development. They are the will be necessary."
initiation, promotion, and
Thompson emphasized that "the
progression stages.
work is very preliminary" and
While all three stages are being
cautions people not to try ingesting·
studied, Thompson is concen- any form ot selenium because of its
rating on the initiation phase in toxicity at high levels.
trating on the initiation phase in
"Our work suggests that
appears to be most effective. ·
nutrition may be important in the
After a cell has been exposed to prevention of cancer," Thompson
a carcinogen and becomes said, "but this is a very new area.
cancerous, it is said to be The whole role of selenium in
"initiated." It is at this point that human health and disease must be
the cancerous cell is most explored before the adequacy of
vulnerable.
selenium intakes can be
Dr. Daniel Medina, a cell appropriately assessed."
biologist at Baylor University, has
Thompson plans to begin
done research which shows that studying the relationship between
the preventative measures against the low concentration of selenium
cancer by selenium occur in the in New England's soil and the
early phases of the cell's change, higher than average incidence of
The Globe reported.
various types of cancer in the area
Promotion is an early growing next week.
stage where the cell becomes "neoHe will use part of his three-year
plastic" and progression is when National Cancer Institute grant to
the "cells get big • enough to begin ~•looking at the level of
produce tumors" which are intake of · selenium in New
noticeable.
England" next week. The survey
· During these three stages, the will begin with pre-school
rats a·re fed carcinogens and
children.
selenium.
In order to continue studying
"We vary the feeding conditions selenium levels in the diets of New

Amell stressed that salary
Englanders, Thompson has
According to Jackson,
submit~d a request for a second adjustments for the faculty are of candidates feel more comfortable
· first importance for next year.
grant.
speaking to other students, and
••No salary adjustments would more questions arise that can be
"Nutrition is a very new
science," Thompson said . He have a negative impact on the better answered by the student rep.
hopes to ultimately prevent or slow faculty. We may see them starting
Students make written
cancer growth in cells by to move to more lucrative evaluations of the candidates and
· positions in business or at other are a vital ·part of the admission
modifying a person's diet.
institutions. It's even more difficult process. ·
to get new faculty."
"We're taking applications up to
••we don't have enough in our April 17. Students can come into
budget to educate all those who the Admissions Office and pick up
want to be in our program. We are an application, after which, they
at a time when we should be adtling · will be asked to come for an
faculty," Amell said. He listed new interview."
equipment and supplies as other
Jackson noted that last year
continued from page three
major important needs.
there were almost l 00 applicants
The new fiscal year begins July for 20 positions. "There are more
l, 1981. · ••we ca'n't afford to openings this year," she added.
cancelled," admitted Amell.
operate below what we are now.
••we 're hard hit here in the We're going ahead, optimistically
Chemistry Department because
for next year," said Owens.
the cost of chemicals are going up,
film
more than the general inflation
rate," said Charles Owens,
food
chairperson of the Chemistry
Department.
music
Next year's incoming freshmen
are already affected by the budget
people
situation. "Of 45 positions continued from page seven
available in the computer science
theatre
Students spend two hours a
department next year, I-out-of-ten
qualified applican!s will be week interviewing applicants for
accepted. Eighty electrical the University. Jackson said
engineering positions are available students provide tours · to the
for incoming freshmen and around applicant and their parents
300 Qualified applications have and conduct large group sessions
FEATURES
been received so far. Most drastic on Saturdays.
••we feel student contact is vital
are the small numbers we can take,
in
especially in these two in these areas," Jackson said. ••Last
year, they interviewed 2000
departments," explained Amell.
••u we get enough dollars to hire perspective students. · That's far The New Hampshire
additional faculty, we can educate more than our staff could ever
see."
more students~"
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Durham women take
hack the night
By L. Karen Holstrom

On Monday April 13, Women
from UNH and the surrounding
area will take back the night in a
series of daytime workshops and
an evening rally and march, calling
for the freedom to walk alone at
night without fear.
The day is planned to increase
women's awareness. ·•in Il>urham
like any other place, women are
restricted in what they do. They are
afraid to walk around at night,"
said Jan Harrow, a member of the
steering committee for the day's
events.
"The fear is a real one, whether
it's from a mild form of harassment
in verbal abuse, or a major form in
assault," she said.
;
The Take Back the Night
movement started in England. It
j_

-

spread quickly to America.
According to Harrow, the UNH
movement began ••when women
started to hear unofficially about
various sexual assaults on the
campus, and formed a network of
women concerned about the safety
of women."
,
Harrow wished to emphasize
that they were not using the
movement as a scare tactic. ••we
don't want to exaggerate the
situation," said Harrow. She
pointed out that only l O percent of
actual rape and assault cases are
reported.
"Many times women are
retiscent to report this," she said.
"We'd like to encourgae that
support does exist from centers
and the police."
Laura Provan of the UNH

Hours: 3:00-12:00 am weekdays
3:00 pm-6:00 am weekends (all night)

882-2293
"so.meone to talk to"

WINTER
CLEARANCE SALE

Women, page 20

ENDS. NEXT WEDNESDAY
April 15th

lPildtrntss Crails

Pettee Brook Lane
Durham. Ne_w Hampshire 03824
,

Hours: M-S, 9-5:30

r,,~ - ..-··rn:;::;.; ... ~ .....=··-'···,-·,--1•

An AGR pledge receives a mild 'hazing' during Fraternity 'hell week•
(Tim Lorett~ photo)

SO ·pH OMO RE S
TIRED OF RISING TUITION COSTS?
YOUHAVETHF . 1PPORTUNITVTOCOMPETE
FOR A TWO VEAR SCHOLARSHIP WITH
ABSOLUTELY NO OBLIGATION. BY ATTENDING THE ARMY ROTC SIX-WEEK BASIC
CAMP, YOU MA V BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR A
TUITION FREE FIN AL TWO YEARS OF
COLLEGE. THIS SCHOLARSHIP ALSO
COVERS ALL BOOKS, REQUIRED FEES,
SUPPLIES, PLUS $100 EVERY MONTH
DURING THE SCHOOL VEAR. ALTHOUGH
SCHOLARSHIPS ARE NOT AW ARD ED TO
EVERYONE ATTENDING BASIC CAMP, UNH,
STUDENTS HA VE BEEN VERY SUCCESSFUL
IN THE PAST.

>. . ·.

AT THE CONCLUSION OF BASIC CAMP, YOU
HA VE THE OPTION OF SIGNING A CONTRACT
TO TAKE ARMY ROTC INSTRUCTION AND
BE COMMISSIONED AN OFFICER IN THE U.S.
ARMY. IF YOU DO OPT TO SIGN, YOU WILL
PARTICIPATE IN THE ARMY ROTC TWOVEAR PROGRAM ON CAMPUS. THIS
PROGRAM INCLUDES MANAGERIAL
INSTRUCTION AS WELL . AS ADVENTURE
TRAINING DURING YOUR LAST TWO YEARS
OF COLLEGE.

UPON GRADUATION YOU WILL BE COMMISSIONED A SECOND LIEUTENANT IN THE U.S.
ARMY, AND IF SELECTED FOR ACTIVE
DUTY, EARN OVER $14,000 A YEAR.

SOUND INTERESTING?
CONTACT CPT DON FOWLER
ROOM 203, ZAIS HALL,
OR TELEPHONE 2-107'8.

2nd Lt. !;rank Qu.11.:kc.:nbu:,h majorc.:d in civil L'll!,!inc.:crin~ al the Uniwrsiry of Arizona and was a member of
Army ROTC

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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continued from page 19
commission on the Status of
. Women said the police had been
extremely cooperative in the
planning of this event and that they
wished to encourage women to
report assault cases.
"We would like to also
emphasize women have to take

care of themselves and they can,"
Provan said. "Take Back the Night
is for education and support."
Men are welcome at the
program. , Harrow said she also
hopes to reach men through the
women who participate in the
event and voice their opinions.
There will be seven workshops
running from noon to five in the
MUB including . lectures on

STUDY IN SWEDEN
Spring Semester and Summer Courses
at the University of Lund, Sweden
write to :
or
IS.U Programs
Skomakaregatan 8
. S-223 50 Lund
Sweden

&!t·
·~ '
t:6.~
~

Ms . Joanna Wallin
645 Lincoln Dr.,
Idaho Falls, ID 83401
USA (tel 208 523 1039)

battered women, self defense and
verbal abuse. Harrow will be
reading at the rally from the
Durham Police records-on actual
rapes and assaults that have
occured in Durham.
At six o'clock, a rally with songs
and chants will be held on the hill
in front of the MUB. A march will
follow, that will hit spots where
assaults have happened, according
to the police records. These include
Main Street, Mill Road, Young
Drive, and Frat Row. Also the
march will go by Nick's, a spot
where women often hitchhike.
Many assaults happen when a
women is hitchhiking, Provali
pointed out.
Take Back the Night is being

SELF STORAGE
CENTER

funded by private donations and
Residential Life. The women are
also selling t-shirts. Donations
from those will go to a Safe Place
in Portsmouth.
"Take Back the Night is all
women connected by their fear of
violence, however conscious," said
Provan. "We want to show this
fear and acknowledge it. If we talk
about it, we can maybe stop it."
Sponsors for Take Back the
Night include:
·
-UNH Department of Residential Life
-UNH Commission on the
Status of Women
-UNH Women's Studies
Program
-UNH Women for Higher

Education
-UNH Office of the President
-UNH Dean of Students Office
-Seacoast Citizens for Choice
-Portsmouth Women's Resource Center
-Scooter Set (Exeter)
-Saft Place
,
Free childcare will be provided
by volunteer men, in room 35K of
Stoke Hall.

It's your 0"1 hand. Use it

oo examine your breasts once
a month. If you should ftnd a
lump or thickening. see your

doctor.
·
Remember the earlier
the diagnosis and treatment,
the 'l:>etur the chances of cure.

When _you
see th.is ·
symbol, you •
·>wyou've
brQugllt your ·
prescription
e ght place.

*Low Rates
* Private Storage Compartments
*No Lot Too Small or Large
·* For Long or Short Term Storage

f[~heriar

WHITEHOUSE
OPTICIANS
6 Broadway

Dover, NH

32

Po,tlanJ Ave.

.2)011er,

n _jJ.

03820

.. We Cater with Class··

:Delicious food for any Occasion:
: Extensive Menu:
:No Order too Small or Large:
We also Specialize in
Buffets-Parties-Weddings-Luncheons
Call:

742-2924

For Menu and More: Information
Dc:li\c:ry Arnilablc:

THIS SUMMER/ WOR/ '
WITH, THE STAR::i.n l. ~;
\ April 11 & 12 ,
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Her"' is an opportunity to ::pend an ~xciting s11mmer /
wo:::king in one of the finest night clubs on the Atla:iitic /
Sec:.coast. Just be neat, prompt and on ,.n:r ;..11emis,:is
Sat. or Sun., 11 - 4 P.M. I
/ /
/ / / / /
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No exp~rience necessary.

for only

No phone ~alls ·
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Waiters• Waitresses
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Hampton Beach, NH
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_Ap_a_rt_me_n_ts_f_or_R_en_t__ [ .

Rooms for rent at Alpha Gamma Rho for
the summer. If interested call Jon . 8621306. 4 / 24
Durham Summer Sublet. Apt . for 2 or
more people 6/ 1-9 / 1. Great location for
r.l;:ic:c:,:,c: nr iobs. Partially furnished Kitchen facilities. Rent is negotiable.
Webster House . Please contact l:Setn 8081819-. 4 / 14.
Need 2-3 female roommates to sublet apt.
in Dover starting June 1st. 3 bedroom apt.
centrally located - good neighbors. Rent is
negotiable for summer. Fall option . Call
749-3382 - ask for Joan or Jan . 4/21.
Three large rooms to rent, spacious Dover
home, shared kitchen and bath, quiet area
near kari-van, $195 / month, call 7426126 evenings. 4 / 17.
Apartment for sublet: Fully furnished
Newmarket Apartment for summer
sublet . Right on K-van stop. Large
kitchen, bathroom, Living room, bedroom.
Gret for 2 people. $210 per month .
Lamprey Directly in back - cool in
summer.
Spacious 2 bedroom apartment in Dover,
swimming pool, on Kari -Van Route, offstreet parking . Can accommodate 4
people $285/ month . 742-5352 Ask for
Chris. 4 / 17.
Summer Sublet - 2 females cottage
behind Red Towers. All utilities covered
by rent. $185 per month per person. Call
Steve or Dana 868-9715 or 2- 1637.
Summer Sublet - completely furnished 2story apt . - maximum 3 people - walking
distance to campus - Call : 868 - 1292
4 / 10
SUMMER SUBLET: 2 bedrooms, living
room , kitchen. bathroom, Move in June 1;
located on Bagdad Rd ., 4 min . walk from
Downtown . $400.00 w / 4 people . It will
be partially furnished . For more info call
Mike (430) or Stew (435) at 2-2377 or
868-9744 4 / 17
Newmarket - One & two bedroom apts. for
rent. Completely renovated. Off-street
parking . On Kari-Van Route . Lease and
Security deposit required . Call 659 -5398
.r1sk for Jancie . 4 / 10
UNH only minutes away from this new 3
bdr. contem-cape on two very private
acres . Assumable 12% mortgage!!!
$92,000. Call Seaside Properties 4311056 or 436-2326. 4 / 14
Apartment to Rent : 2 bedrooms (one
single, one double)- spacious living room,
kitchen . bathroom - $280/ month located 4 miles from campus Meadowbrook Arms Apts . - Available end
of'May, with fall option . - 868 ~7533.4/ 14

'=-===A=ut=os=f=o-r__Sa.:::_1_e.:::-.:::-..::'l
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For Sale - 1972 Ford Mustang . $600. Call
Debbie Birnie - 862-1837 or 868-''
9836.5/ 12
1970 Chevelle . Excellent condition. Over
20 mpg . Very Well Maintained. S 1000 or
best offer. Bob 436-9138.
1972 Camaro 307 VB auto trans . P.S.
67,000 miles. Runs great, small amount
of rust . Ex. interior. Over 20 mpg highway.
Very reliable . $1,800. Call Greg, rm . 234
Alexander . 862 - 1617 or 868-9748 .
'72 Chevy Nova. 4-door. Good condition .
$450 or best offer. Call 742-5754 After 5
p.m . weekdays, anytime weekends.
For Sale: 1971 Fiat 124 Spyder, 1974
Dodge Colt 2-door, · both excellent
condition, your choice $1600. 862-3510
days.

I

Servbund Repan

1[5J

BACKACHES, HEADACHES, etc?Tension
Release and Relaxation Techniques. Also
- Individual Counseling, Guided Imagery
and Music. Contact Joy Sarage M. Ed.

868-1241 4/ 24
Call 742-6643 for Stereo and radio
repairs . Fast , efficient service at
reasonable rates . 4 / 24
TYPING - Retire secretary. Experienced in
all types of term papers. Proficient in
spelling, grammar. punctuation, etc.
Located walking distance to campus.
Reasonable rates . Prompt service . Call
Anita - 868- 7078. 20 Park Ct. Durham .
5/ 8
Got the thesis. dissertation or term paper
blues? Can't make head or tails out of all
your data and wondering if you'll have the
required number of typed pages? Call
742-6643 for fast and accurate typing ;
several typefaces available. 4 / 24
GUITARS - Stringed Instrument Repairs .
Guitar & Mandolin lessons. Will buy
stringed instruments in any condition .
Used instruments for sale. Alan Ash 8681992 4 / 24
Psychic Readings/Life Purpose

Counseling. Call Suzanne, 868-5932.
5/8.
Fri., April 10, 1981. PERSONALS, FOLKS,
THOSE LOVELY THINGS YOU ALL
SPEND YOUR AFTERNOON READING!
73 Triumph Tiger 750cc 20,000 miles.
Excellent condition. Completely stock.
$1100. Call 742-7568.
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Lost and f ~

Io whoever picked up my motorcycIe ·
helme't last Friday night, I would like it
back. It is black, full face, clear visor, with
a shoei sticker on the front and reflector
sticker on the back. Please give it and my
gloves back--Reward!! ! -Howie. 7491593.
Lost--Research Project File containing
infor and graphs. Probably lost in library
New Hampshire Hall or facult center. Call
Joan, 749-2333. or 862-3684 -leave
message .
Lost-2 manila folders . Lost in Ham Smith .
Very important. Please call Keith 8621637.
Lost: 8-month old female kitten -tricolored tiger - spayed - affectionate.
Answers to " CHI." Last seen on Evans
Rd., Madbury. Reward. Please call 7420310.

~1[11]

Want=ed
l~He~lp

- EMPLOYMENT - .207-646-8894.
Restaurant work available April 1 6 thru
October 12, 1981 . Waitpersons, bar,
dining room manager, kitchen help, all
apply at Jonathan's Bourne Lane,
Ogunquit, Maine . Opening for the
summer season April 17. Preference to
UNH students for early employment.
4/24.
Help Wanted : Housekeeper - mother 's
helper for week days starting end of
school. Rye area . Possibly live-in or own
transportation desired. Please call 4368553. 4/24.
VIKING CRUISES (M/ V Viking Queen and
Sun) is accepting applications for summer
employment. (thru 4 / 16). Need Crew.
bartenders, office and gallery help. Apply
in person - Viking Dock, Market Street,
Portsmouth.
Wanted: Looking for someone to play
tennis 3 or 4 times a week . Anyone who
can manage a decent game. Call 8681529. Keep Trying .
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer / year round .
Europe, S. Amer ., Australia , Asia . All
fields . $500 - $1200 monthly . Sightseeing . Free info. Write IJC Box 52 -NH 1
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 4 / 17
1981 Summer College Work-Study
Positions available for eligible students,
working in the Financial Aid Office :
1 . Accounting Clerk. no typing,
$3.65 / hour
2. Guaranteed Student Loan Program
Assistant, minimal typing , $3 .75 / hr.
3 . Assistant to Department Secretary,
good typing , $3.65 / hr.
4 . Records Clerk, no typing, $3 .50/ hour.
Work - Study Program
5. College
Assistant . no typing, $3.50/ hr.
These jobs can provide references and
can be valuable to a resume . Call us at
862 ~3600 or visit 207 Thompson Hall if
you are interested and eligible for 1981

Summe,;:tudy

ToDeltzZetaPledges -Getpsychedforthis
weekend, dancing, swimming and tons of
fun!! Love -the DZ sisters.
IJurham sublet for 3 or 4 people -kitchen,
'iving room . Available June 1st-great
ocation on Madbury Road. Call 8681810 (Webster House).

To John· Wyeth, the_good looking Civie I
sat across from fn the Libes iuesday
night. (Un the second tloor). Hope you did
well on your "quiz". Who knows-Maybe
we'll run into each other again soon .
Bradford's close to Andover.
DR-81 -Happy Birthday! Have a terrific
day!! No abuse .. . I promise! From
Someo_ne who loves you a lot.
Summer Sublet -Durham -Available June
1st. Apartment for 3 or 4 people.
$460/ month; Webster House. Please call
868-1735 .

Wild Ones : 44 days till G-day!! Are you
still counting? I say more festivities,
depravity , and drunken euphoria .
Remember : "Wild should wild remain ."
We're there ... .

Flowers for Easter! Wish your bunny a
happy easter. Orders taking Mon -Wed
April 13, 14, and in Stillings and
Huddleston. 4-6 p.m . Delivery on Friday
April 17.
-iey Karen . Just to say you're a great little
,ister and I'm psyched you're mine . We 're
gonna have some fun times . I'm working
less now so I'll be playing more, Oh No!!!!!
Better be prepared.
Dear Mr. President, MHJ, Horse Princess,
Adee & Micha-el : Thank you for a
MARVELOUS Birthday! You all make
"over the hill" look a bit better. I love all of
you to pieces! Ms. Thala . P.S. Here's to
Flag Day!
ANGELA - Definitely not an Irish name.
With I was here this weekend . A definite
drag . Good Luck on the Interview.
Remember : lie and smile!

My red Rhythm of Life T-shirt walked out
of my life along with my teal blue back
pack with a suede bottom and black
padded shoulder strap from the
fieldhouse. My life was in there . If you
know about it or see any contents please ·
turn it into lost and found, or call Su, 7491845. Thank You!

=============:.__--~

To the Girls in SMITH HALL: Getting
psyched for Saturday's Semi -formal? Pier
II won't know what hit them - the more the
merrier! Better take it easy at the punch
parties - you want to remember this one!
L_o_v_e_,y.;.a.;.._L_is_a_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A John in the hand is worth two Ralphs in
th
-e-..a.jo_h_n_!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Attention PRE-MEDS AND PREDENTS: Alpha Epsilon Delta, the pre health honor society, invites you to join.
Organizational meeting is Wed, April 15
in the Forum Room of the library, 7 p.m.
Call 868 -5199 for details.
Wanted : Medium ·volume backpack to fit
small woman. Desire Kelty or comparable
quality pack. Call 964-9566 after 5 p.m.

The students of the Hotel Administration
kegs, kegs, kegs, kegs, kegs, kegs . We'll
department will present two gourmet
have more than you can count, and the
dinners this weekend, April 10th and
Serving
ever.
than
better
be
will
band
· Ask Beth-There's a boy in my class that I'd
11th at the UNH Faculty Center on
from 4 - 1 :00. Tickets can be picked up
like to get together with . I'm 22 and crazy
until 4 :00 on Friday at TKE or from Bros. Garrison Avenue. The theme is " A Night
about about him . I'm 22 and crazy about
THREE STOOGES FESTIVAL!!! Yes, it's of Illusion" and the main entree will be
him. What should I do? -Blue eyes. Dear
poached Filet of Sole. The entertainment
back! Congreve Environmental
B.E . - Smile and be GLAD you know him!
Committee presents the 5th annual will be a variety of magic acts, pantomime
Dear P.A. K. Thanks for the greatest times .
Stooges Festival with 3 and a half hours of a nd other mystical events. This elegant
I'll never forget N.Y., the Cape, Boston,
Moe, Larry, and Curly! This Friday and dinner will begin at 6:30 with cocktails
Wheat thins and wine in the D.S. lounge
Saturday, each night at 8:00 in Congreve and hors d'ouevres. Tickets are $13.50
and the valley . Let's get together again
Hall North Lounge. Large screen, plenty of per person and are available at the MUB
sometime. Love always, Brrrring (alias
seating, plus Warner Bros. cartoons . Only t_ic_k_e_t_o_ff_ic_e_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
skinny boy).
For a good time : see and dance to The
$1 .00. Don't miss it.
Mung-foot you 're the best yet . Miss you
CREWTONS : Get Psyched! We're BRIEFS at Hubbard Hall, Friday, April 10
when you graduate. Love Beefy.
AWESOMAGE and the Charles is all ours a_t_9_:0_0_f_or_S_1_.00_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ATTENTION PROCRASTINATORS! That
To the DZ's and their dates - get psyched
so let's go for the Gold!!! -Dubs .
means you! you still have until 4 :00 p.m .
JUD, you wild woman! Have a great 20th . for an awesome time at PD . OP & so great,
to get a ticket for TKE's spring fling . Buy
Remember the Penthouse motto "Boogie anyway, that we 're gonna fun like never
them from brothers only. Tonight 8
tillyouboot. .. " andtakeitfromthere. Love • before. rhe Sunshine Girls. PS Hey
Strafford Ave .
sisters! Watch our for your pillows,
ya, Kel.
blowdryers, towels, liquor, and ..dresses?!
Bt,1dman and Godfather - Get psyched for
Cynne : This will always be your day of
the spring foliage trip to North Conway.
birth, may you always see what your life is CP, my awesome Big Sister! Hope you
We sex kittens hope we can match you
enjoyed breakfast yesterday AM . You're
worth. Happy Birthday! Lindy.
men in twelve ounce curls . Roger, how
so much fun-I'm psyched to be part of the
about some UNH beer? Hey Pierre don't
Swing your Partner to a square dance family. Let's go nuts at the PD- it's going
forget your books, we hear Red drive or
with Last Chance String Band and caller to be the greatest - just like you! Love, MJ.
Jacket has a great study lounge . Should
Jackie Spector. Saturday April 11th at
8pm at the Catholic Student Center. Cost Ani - How many days left? None! 20at last
we drive or drag the Wega? Guisseppe
$2 at the door. Refreshments will be J~~ about time . Have a good one, pal.M
make sure you don't get -a no a-nose adrops ona u mafioso suit. And Mr.
served - no experience necessary. All are
Powers, keep the McDonald land
DEB--I know how much you like the
welcome.
chocolate sauce off a u face . Seriously,
WANTED : Have you got any camping gear personals, so here's your very own .
you guys are the bestest and we 're
you don't want/need? I need one sleeping HAPPY BIRTHDAY, WILD drinking buddy.
psyched you're going.-(not to mention
bag, synthetically filled, one youth 's Kathy L. Better times are coming. Three
paying! Just kidding) Love ya
backpack, and frame, one camp stove. cheers for pistachios. The Massachusetts
Hey Sarduchi - They can send us to Jud
~~~f 'g~~!iel ~i~s . We leave June 1 ! Hurry! Express. ----------- ----------- --- - -----------board, but they can't keep 122 down for
K - You like to do WHAT on the phone?!
long. We'll just take our quarter glass
Rob & Chris : Have a " hell of a week ." Have a nice dayli
mirror and of course beers to 107 or up -t o
KCJ - 3 / 28 and 4 / 4 were greatl Let's hit
know
I
luck.
of
lots
you
wishing
Here's
231 ! I love it! your roomie .
the beach next time! P.S. what are you
vou~II do qreat. Love. Laurie.
Thanks to the person who returned my
doing 5 / ~7 RA. I
Less calories, or tastes better? Come
"Lost" brown wallet . Linda .
DZ PLEDGES, You think your A.M. raids
decide at TKE 's Spring Fling. Today 4 :00
etc. are awesome .. . "You ain't seen
Guido-Happy Birthday. Sorry this is latep.m . at 8 Strafford Ave. Positive ID
Hope it was the bP.stest! Love Hol
nothing yeti" Get psyched, go blue, go
required .
nuts like never before on Saturday nightIo my sweetheart, Gerry "Sex God .. , who
To my HAP 402 Study Partner, Leave your
it's all for you-Love, Your DZ sisters.
needs to lose 7 lbs. Here is a personal just
worries behind and get ready for lots of
Gamasna-1 realize this 1s LONG overdue;
for you . You make me smile, quiver, jump,
fun this weekend! Remember, I asked you
but that doesn't mean I love ya any lessl
and MOAN. What a package! Thanks for
because of WHO you are, not where you
You're the BEST little-sis EVERI We've
Herry, Murf, my easter bunny, and being
come from . Love, your weekend P.D.date.
already shared the GREATEST of times
you . I love you, I want you, I need you, I'm
B.B., It's been two years since my first
0 _u_rs;..:_'...;'S;..e_x_K_it..;.te;..n_·_
___......,;_ _ together, but this is only the
_
_
_
_
·.
.:.Y..;.
P.O. Thanx for being the best big sister
beginning ... Get psyched for the PD-and o!
CINDY: Thanx for the personal-you beat
throughout! Looking forward to wild
course we'll have to go crazy "like never
me to itl Hey, get psyched for Saturday
times this weekend at your last P.O. Love,
before"! Your big-sis - ELMO P.S. Thanks
and the P.O. Red Jacket and North
ALS .
for breakfast!
Conway will never be the same. Here's-to
Deb B. Thanx so much! I'd never have
RODNEY, DI, and JEFFERY: to my P.O.
the good times and future fun . Love ya,
finished without your typing ski Ill I'll miss _K_a_t_h_ie_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ roommates - since this is my first P.O. - I
you this weekend and I'll be thinking
should warn you now - Watch Outll Get
To the only other person who has ever
about you! Love, ALS.
psyched for some wild times ...Rodney
seen "Delly": It must . be love-glowing
T.E., E.G. , D.E. - Let's go wild this
don't forget your Mickey Shades, Di wait
green bugs on the beach and in waves?
weekend! Love, your fourth roommate!
to visit "the man?" and Jeffery bring your
Who would believe it? Thanks for one of
insanity! Watch out N.C. here comes the
the happiest nights of my life! I'm looking
Choo! Choo! Is that the noogie train I hear
Love ya, K.G.
fearsome-4some.
ya-more
love
I
more.
many
to
forward
coming to this girl on her birthday! What
+h"'n vn11 knnw .. .-'Mo
girl? The girl with infinite nicknames:
To our fellow MOLES: Are you psyched to
Blake Hopkins, Robbo, Pumpkin Head, CHESTER, you weird roommate you!
crawl out of the "pit" and drink like never
Buckwheato, Buck Lava. and the " wheat Thanks! My birthday would never have
Let's make this weekend the
beforel?I
we eat" . Who has a bathrobe fr.om the been so special without you Bats! Hang
best one ever! We love ya - the two
wardrobe of Ed Norton. and who isn't a Loro-=s""'e--=--C•h-ic_k_. •L.ov_e_y_a_-_M_e_
M,.0 LES from the blue_h_o.Ie_ _ _ _ _.,.
. _______
slut (yet her friends are!!) Who has
1111
"Gilligan pants, .. and wears that
captain's hat to Nick's, and Hop Skips but
doesn't go naked? Who has at-shirt that
reads ATO lives? and who's 21 and never
been ..... ? Think about it, Huh.-who asks
boys in Florida if they will sleep with her
(and they say no!). The same girl who
kisses foreign train stewards, and snorts
other people'.s coke (and returns the
empty kit!) Who goes to the Paradise
Valley every night and never reaches
echelon? (ask B-squared-R-N , he thinks
she's cute!) Who cheers for those BT's
outside of Strafford House with her clone?
and who has to take off her own bra
when ... 7 Ask ATO, that's why they closed
down! - Who loses an American gigolo
to a 50 year old lady, and who could've
had sex in the bathroom of an Amtrak?
Ask Rae, "I have to live with her;" ask
Alicia, "You're lucky you said no, I
WAITRESSES, BUS PEOPLE, FRUIT CARRIERS
couldn't piss for Three days afterwards!!"
BARMAIDS, BARTENDERS, HOSTESSES, AND
Who took a semester off and nobody
noticed? Who'd look good with a mohawk,
KITCHEN HELP.
or better yet, bald?! The same girl whose
( we have a bonus incentive for the kitchen help.)
friends had a good time in Florida and
said, "You should've been there Buck!"
Choo! Choo! The buck doesn't stop
here. Happy birthday, Guido . and
remember. .. "Celebrate."

1,~-l

2 summer tires, size E78-14. One reg .
one reueaa . l:ioth like new. $25 buys both .
Also, Per-1 oil Filter. Call 749-3085 .
4 / 14.
pair of American Footwear hiking boots.
Brand new. Size 7½ . $60.00 or best offer.
Call Jill at 868-5254.
For Sale: Hockey goalie equipment. Full
set. Adult size. Price $300. Skates and
two goalie sticks included. Call 868-2169.
4/21 .
BMW motorcycle R80/7 . 6,000 mi ., mint
condition. Phone 749-2268. 4 / 14.
For Sale: Motorcycle . 1976 Honda Double
Over Head Cam 450 c.c. low mileage, in
excellent cond. $750. For more info call
868-9710 and ask for Mac.
Sanyo RD 5300 Stereo Cassette Dec.
Mint Condition only $100.00 Pioneer PL1150, Semi-Automatic Stereo Turntable
w / an AT13Ea Audio-Technica cartridge.
Only $90.00 Mint condition. Call 7492340.
1975 Suzuki 6T 550 Clean Bike. New
continental tires. Rack and Sissy bar.
$900. CAIi Ken, rm . 219. 868-9748 or 21618.
1975 Suzuki 6T 550. Wicked fast. Megaaccessories, Awesome looking . $900.
Really fantastic mileage - neat new
continental tires. Call Ken, Room 219.
868-9748 or 2-1618.
Motorcycle for sale 1978 Honda CX500.
Excellent condition. Full Fering, luggage
rack, back rest, 2 new tires, new battery.
W!t tune-up (included) gets 52 mpg. Shaft
drive, water cooled . Entering militaryn~ed to sell. $1750.00 Call evenings:
Mike House 868-2564 or stop by 39
Madbury Rd. Rm . E. 4 / 17
For Sale-1979Yamaha DT-175enduroin
excellent condition w/new rear tire,
chain and sprocket, handle bars, grips,
levers, and brand new top end with only
250 miles on it. Asking $700 or best offer
- Contact Mark at 868-9922 or 2-2281.
1975 Honda Cl 360 motorcycle. Excellent
condition, new tires and battery. ChE:ap,
dependable, fun summer transportation.
$600 or best offer. Also will trade for
comparable enduro bike. 4/ 10

Mama
Leone's
Restaurant

Seeks to fill the following positions:

INTERVIEWS

"What could I do with a major in
by
Communication?" A presentation
communication faculty on the
educational and career opportunities
available in communication-related
fields. Tuesday, April 14 at 12:30,
Belknap Room - MUB. Open to all
interested undergraduates.
Happy Birthday Coach. Next practice is
with vour advisee for birthdav soankinas!

Saturdays and Sundays
12 PM - 3 PM
Mama Leone's
113 Ocean Bid - Hilcrest Hotel
(across from the children's playground)

Hampton, N.H.
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"It doesn't seem to affect them to

pitch regularly," she continued:
"Janet is used to it; last year while
in high school she probably
pitched every game for her team."
''The new people did really well.
Cheryl Shamburger laid down a
beautiful bunt for us in the second
game," praised Job. "They were all
a plus offensively although they
were not tested much in the field."
The Wildcats, now at one game
above .500 with a 4-3 record, will
· face one of the biggest challenges
on their schedule when the host UMass tomorrow at Brackett Field.
The first game of the doubleheader ,
will start at 1:00.
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The 2-1 Wildcats will be
preparing for a contest against
Harvard (ranked second in the
nation) slated for next Tuesday (3
p.m.) in Cambridge. The Crimson
were edged by defending national
champion Penn State for first
place in this week's National
Division I Coach's Poll .
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were scored by men who walked or
were beaned to get on base.
The Wildcats loaded the bases in
the second with a single and two
walks. With two down, the count
ran to 3-2 on number nine hitter
Vint Choinere.
Choinere .ripped one to center
for a bases-clearing double. He
was gunned down at third trying to
stretch the hit into a triple.
Paul Lecompte added two
Wildcat runs in the third and fifth
innings. In the third, he got hit by a
pitch, was sacrificed to second by
Tom Conner, and scored on Chris
Collins' single .
LeCompte homered in the fifth .
"I was looking for the high fastball
and I got it," LeCompte said, "I
was guessing all the way."
LeCompte scored four times
and went 4 for 5 in the two games.
"I was really relaxed up there
today," he said.

"That11 come,"UNH coach Ted
Conner said, "We weren't rated
last year either and we made the
playoffs."

New

The Wildcats return home this
weekend with a Sunday
doubleheader against Holy Cross
at 1:00.

HaDI

Runs : U:!H 11, Opp 10 ; Stohrer 3 , Sa l i n aro :::i , LeCorrq,t.e '.? ,
- 0 n n ,1 r , 1.:: o 11 l n s , v: h c, l l "'' v , ,:' l Io i n .i er,~ 1 e .1 ch •
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continued from page 24

Despite being 10-1, the Wildcats
were not even rated in The Boston
Globe's New England Coaches
Poll.

The

l .

· Baseball

'Cat Stats

UNIV ERS IT Y or NLW HAM PS HIRE
1 9 81 LAC ROSSE STATI STIC S (4-4)

Coaches Poll
April 6, 1981

nmm

NEW ENGLAND LACROSSE RATING

3.

· 4.
5.
6.

7•
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
12.
14.
15,
15.
15.

Brown
Dartmouth
Boston College
Harvard .
Middlebury
Yale

Bowdoin
Trinity
Tufte
Springfield
Willi8DS

100
87
82
74
58
50
48
31
24
11
7

2-0
3-4
1-3
1-0
3-4
1-4
0-1
4-3

1. · UMaae
2. UNB

-

Amherst
Boston State
Nev England College
We■ tfield

0-0
2-0
2-0
0-0
1-1
1-2
3-0
2-1

s
s
2
1
l
l

·Women's Lacrosse

Scott Angell

March 301
(l-0)

UNH 8

(l-1)

April l, a t New Haven:
Yal e 8 UNH 6

Springfield 0

Goals1

Hesler (5), Ha roules (2), Modini

Goals1

Hes l er

Goal s 1

li.1rou l « . ,

( 5 ), Leary

April B, at Bruns wick!

(2-l)

UNH 18

Bowdoin 3

Name
St e v e Glover
J ay Budd
Mike Van Vleck
John Fa y
Mike Fit z patrick
Don Brown
Br ian Byrne s
Ch a d Doe
Pet er Dr,ummond
Chris Ke-1:ly
John Deliso
Greg Johnson
Curt Shumway
Peter Leberman
Mitch Dugan
Mark Robertson
Brian Venables
Andy Tappe
Todd Pearson
Jeff Kaplan

( !,
L ea r y ( .:! J, :-.,:-.:·.:• ·

Larry Barrell
John Bonc~ek
Mark Monahan
Bill Stinson
Drew · Barstow
Ken Murphy UNH TOTALS
OPP TOTALS

G

8
8
8
5
8
8
8
8

8
3
8
5
4
·6
2
8
5

l

l ·
l
8
7
8

1
1
1
1
8

8

Goal s
_2_7_

As s t s

--8-

11

21

25
17
13

5

8
3

13
4
4

8

5

3

6

l
2

l
0

1
1

3
2
0
2
0
0

0

1

1
1

0
0

l
3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

124
101

Pts

35
32
30
30
17
12
11
8
7
3
3
3
3

2

1

1

Career
71-22 -9 3
11-21-32
96-39-135
100-125-225
13-4-17
8-4-12
3-8-11
9-4-13
6-1-7
6-2-8
0-3-3
1-2-3,
31-7-38
1-2-3
1-0-1
1-0-1
0-1-1
1-0-1
1-0-1
0-1-1

1

1
1
1
1

1

1

0-1-1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0-0-0
0-0-0
3-0-3
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0

79
54

()

0

203
155

P en/Min
7/8.5
4/2.0
6/5.5
5/4.0
4/3.0
5/3.0
2/2.0
4/3.5
2/1.5
0/0.0
1/1.0
1/1.0
2/1.5
0/0.0
2/1.5
13/11.0
4/3.0
0/0.0
0/0. 0
0/0.0
8/8.0
1/1. 0
5/4.5
1/0.5
1/1. 0
1/0.5
1/1. O
80/68.5
55/47.0

Softballers blank Fitchburg twice, 11-0, 7-0
By Jackie MacMullan
Beth MacDonald came up
to bat in the first inning of
Tuesday's second game and put
Fitchburg State pitcher Sharon
O'Neill's second pitch over the
centerfielder's head for a home
run. And that was the balhtame.

In that inning, the rest - of the
Wildcat line-up got up and
MacDonald and three of her
teammates batted twice. By the
time Kathy Burmeister hit a
ground ball to shortstop · Sandy
Williamson for the third out, UNH
had left Fitchburg reeling by
scoring IO runs on eight hits.
-The final score was an 11--0 rout
for the 'Cats, who completed a
sweep on the day with a 7--0
thrashing of Fitchburg in the
second game.
Janet Greene was the story again
on the mound in the opener for the
'Cats, throwing a one-hit shutout.
The freshman hurler has now
pitched three games in four days
and given up just one run in 23
innings.

"'i' ···.

Though a couple of UNH
hatters pounded the ball,
Fitchburg looked like a female
version of the Bad News Bears in
the early going.

Fo~
Shelly Lrvely all notched hits, but
some of them could have been
~r.ored as errors attributed to the
~lu_g_gish Fitchburg infield.
Fitchburg didn't need any more on
their scorecard, however, as the
Massachusetts school bobbled
grounders, dropped fly balls, and a
wild pitches all day.
"Any team is tough in softball, it
depends on how you play them,"
explained UNH Coach Jane Job.
"We made Fitchburg look worse
than they really are."
After the disasterous first,,
O'Neill and her teammates did
settle down and shut off the UNH
attack. O'Neill surrendered three
more hits and gave up one more
run in the sixth, but for the most
part, the active Wildcat bats were
temporarily silenced.

Sports Short
Special Olympics _
Volunteers are being sought for the New Hampshire State Special
Olympics to be held at .the UN H campus June 12 and I J. The
summer special olympics will culminate the year's calendar of
seasonal competitions held throughout the state beginning last
September. Various committees arc now being formed .
An informational meeting for students and faculty members
interested in volunteering will be held Monday. April 27 in New
Hampshire Hall at 7:JO p.m.
For more information. contact Sue Kasscr (UN H Student
Chairperson for the Special Olympics Committee) at 868-9705 or
Dr. Michael Mc Keough (State Games Director and faculty member
of the UNH Phys. Ed. Dept.) at 862-2070. Your support will be
greatly appreciated.

No contest
By Gerry Miles
It was a day of execution.
The Wildcats executed to
perfection and the University of
Connecticut should have been put
out of their own misery, while
suffering their six straight lqss 23-3
at Cowell Stadium Wednesday
before a football-sized crowd.

UNH (4-4) hasnowwontwoina
row and used everybody available
to waltz past the Huskies, who
could have used Corny Thompson
(U Conn hoop star) as a shot
blocker m tront ot goahe Steve
Boccarossa.

To Boccarossa's
credit he made 16 saves, but was
lookfog at a variety of Wildcat
stickmen shooting from
everywhere. After the score was
13-1 at the half, the only viable
thought on his mind had to be
when the bus was leaving for
Storrs.
The UConn athletic department
apparently has little mercy on their
lax team and feels they must play
teams far over their ability to
improve .
.. It won't get any easier for us,"
said Huskie coach Gary Lozzier,
"we've got Rutgers and Armv
·
··· ·
coming up." · · ·

••

In the second half of the twinbill,
more impressive pitching and
rejuvenated offense made the game
look easy for UNH.

l:
·i

Offensively, UNH focused all
their energies into one inning
again, this time in the sixth. While
many of the Wildcat regulars took
a breather, newcomers Jill Dionne,
Amy Banks, and Cheryl
Shamburger helped build up the
seven run cushion.

~>o

Co-Captain Mary Lou Bates,
who has also seen a fair amount of
time on the mound this season, was
the starter for the 'Cats. Bates held
Fitchburg to one hit and registered
five strikeouts before Lisa Cefalo
relieved her in the sixth. Cefalo
went on to preserve the shutout
and Bates' third win against one
loss on the season.

_"We have ~een going pri~arily
with a two pitcher rotation right
now because both Janet and Mary
Lou have shown good control
combined with speed," explained
Job.
SOFTBALL, page 22

Track
continued tro page 24

"Both Gooden's times were
wind-dated, but he is running
super. He's loosening up and
starting to get confidence. Woods
did a nice job. If it wasn't for the
wind, he would have jumped 6'4 .....
Wood did reach 6'2.

.

.

';.

Mary Lou Bates fires one homeward as. she combined with Lisa
Cefalo in Tuesday's opening game of a doubleheader. The 'Cats
swept two. (Tim Skeer photo)
The Wildcats next order of
Gooden- qualified for the New
England Championships in both business will be the boston College
his events. Also qualifying .were relays, April 16-18. UNH hosts
Joel Dennis in the discus, and Maine on Saturday, the 18th and
Brian Sommers in the I IO hurdles. ,vill send a small delegation to BC.

"Everybody looks at the wonloss record," Copeland said. "But
in addition, we look for qualifying
times and distances. It is a team
sport and we are conscious of it
(record)."

"We may possibly send· some
distance runners because of the
conflict with Maine," Copeland
said. "Indoors, we beat Maine by
20, but they're stronger outdoors
and it should be a hell of a meet."

Anyone interested in
reporting or photography
should stop by .
Room 151 of the MUB.

Wildcats thrash UConn, 23-3

The Huskies for all purposes got
an on-the-field-training exercise
from the 'Cats who moved at will
with very little pressure, everyone
getting valuable game experience.

Jay Budd was the star of the day
working well from his post behind
the net and then feeding cutters or
trying to get a quick shot from the
crease attack. He was also hot wjth
the stick and finished the dav with
.5 _goals and 6 assists. Behind him

Curt Shumway and Don Brown
each added a pair while Brian
Byrnes, Chris Kelly, Todd Pearson
and Andy Tappe got lone tallies.
were Steve Glover (4 goals and 2
assists) and Mike Van Vleck also
with four goals and an assist.

"It was what amateur athletics
are all about aren't they?" asked
coach Ted Garber. "Everybody
was relaxed, no pressure, moving
well and no one screaming at the
referees.
"It was just fun."

Ace Bailey started and played
three quarters giving up two of the
goals, one a fluke that rolled past
him in a scramble.
"I was a little nervous at first
because I was playing in front of
UNH fans for the first time, but
then I forgot about the jitters,"
Bailey said. "Everything went well,
it was just one of those days."

Dav~ Grant played goai in the
fourth quarter in his Wildcat debut
and looked good.

UConn got a quick taste of the
type of day it would have when•
Peter Drummond beat Boccat-ossa
in the first 26 seconds of play. The
Huskies tied it up a few minutes
later when Rich Gannon took a
pass from his brother Mark to

score. The Tats then rattled off 12
unanswered goals before UConn
woutd score aga·iri to make it 14-2.

·:h::•:i,; '

UNH besieged U Conn goalie Steve Boccarossa all day .. The second-ranked 'Cats demolished the Hoskie~ 23-3
Wednesday. (David Ward photo)

Sports
Wildcats sweep Northeas tern, 19-2, 17-7
By Ged Carbone
The UNH baseball team hit, ran
and walked all over N ortheastem '
University while sweeping
yesterday's doubleheader at
Parsons field in Boston by 19-2,
17-7 scores. The 'Cats are now
undefeated in division 1 (4-0) and
12-1 overall.
Parsons field looked like a huge
pinball table when the Wildcats
were at bat. Wildcat hitters shot
the ball through infielders' legs for
bonus points, over the outfielders'
heads for double bonus, and even a
ball hit between the outfield and
infield was good enough to set the
electronic scoreboard in
centerfield to winking and
blinking.
"Anything you could do wrong,
we did," Northeastern coach John
Connolly said. "You play ball like
that against a good team like UNH
and they'll do what they did to us."
Almost lost in the shuffle was a
great pitching performance by
Rick Record. The sophomore
from Maine blanked the Huskies
until the sixth inning of game one.
The Wildcats sent 14 men to the
plate in the second inning while
scoring eight runs on four hits(one
an Andy Brickley three-run
homer) and one error.
·
Despite the early cushion,
Record concentrated on each pitch
as if it were a one-run ballgame.
"You have to get psyched for
each inning," he said. "I make
believe that it's the start of each
game."
The 'Cats also batted around in
the third and added eight more
runs, making the score 16-0 after
the third out.
The only suspense left was to see
if Record would get the shutout

and if the rain would hold off long
enough for the 'Cats to cash in on
their free game: game 2.
Mike Salinaro went 4-5 before
leaving the first game with a leg
injury. '"lpulledahamstringonthe
astro-turf," he said. The turf
covered NU 's football field and ran
from behind first base to
centerfield.
"Today was just a team effort,"
Salinaro said. "Everybody's doing
a good job." Only one of fourteen
Wildcats (Jim Wholley) who
played in game one failed to score,
and he drove in two runs.
The 'Cats got a scare in game
two when NU took a 1-0 first
inning lead and held it through the
second. In the top of the third, the
'Cats, spurred on by Captain
Salinaro's ·cheerleading from the
bench, scored five runs on three
Huskie errors.
NU made one more attempt to
at respectability when they reached
Wildcat pitcher Dave Schaarf for
three more runs in their half of the
third.
When the Huskies returned to
the field, they handed UNH five
more runs on three errors to put
the game away.
U NH's Vint Choniere is caught trying to stretch a double in -~·uesday's.action. T~e two-bagger drove in three
NU did not get to Schaarfagain runs in the 5-2 win to comp,lete the doubleheader sweep agamst Providence. (Tim Skeer photo)
until the sixth.when Bill O'Leary
hit a two-run homer over Jim
He didn't, so it didn't, as the
The 'Cats added two more in the
had good defensive play.
Wholley's head in center. As
Everything seemed to go right for Wildcats took games one and two fifth on back-to-back singles by
Wholley went back for the deep fly
by the same 5-2 score.
LeCompte and Tom Conner and a
us. and I hope it continues to."
on the now-wet astro-turf, he
With Mike Salinaro on first, Salinaro triple to deep center.
slipped, got up, and slipped again.
Chris Collins hit a sharp grounder
Andy Adams pitched a six-hitter
Gary Jewell nailed down the win
to Penkala, who was in such a in notching his third win.
for Schaarf in the seventh as UNH
hurry to make the double play that
Momentary bouts of wild
coach Ted Conner wanted a look
he forgot to field the ball.
pitching cost Providence game two
If Providence shortstop Joe
at the rarely used Wildcat bullpen
Salinaro later scored on Jeff as three of the Wildcat's five runs
Penkala had fielded a fourth Stroher's single and Collins scored
corps.
inning ground ball, then the first the third Wildcat run on the third
"This should give us confidence,
game of Tuesday's doubleheader Providence error of the inning.
not overconfidence," coach
BASEBALL, page 22
mav have gone into extra innings.
Conner said. "We hit the ball well,
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Romp ,18-3

Laxwomen bomb
Bowdoin behind
Haroules' s·
By Sue Valenza
Eight and five-goal performances by tri-captains Gaby
Haroules and Carla Hesler paced
the UNH women's lacrosse squad
to an 18-3 thrashing of Bowdoin
Wednesday, the Wildcats' second
season win against a single loss.
t

1
· University of New Hampshire's Division II All-American swimmers: (front row left to right) Ann Sullivan. head
coach Carol Lowe, Whitney Semple, and tri-captain Sue Herskovitz. (Back row left to right) Carol Hicke~·. Li,
Page, Kathryn Johnson, and Lisi Baldwin. (Laurel Milos photo)

Trackmen 'Ram'-med by URI
By Larry McGrath
The UNH men's track team
finished second to a strong
University of Rhode Island squad
in a tri-meet held at Kingston, R.I.
W.ednesday. The split leaves the
'Cats record at 3-1.
The Rams ran away with the
meet, scoring 105 points. UNH
was second with 63, followed by
Holv Cross at 35.
"We don't hope for miracles,"
UNH coach John Copeland said.
"They (URI) have seven full rides

(scholarships) spread out through
several athletes.
"They're so strong that we didn't
figure on getting in the 'W'
column. We went down with a
positive attitude and competed the
whole time we were there. Our
guys did an excellent job."
The Wildcats got wins out of six
individuals and took the 400 meter
relay with a time of 44.2. These
efforts could not overcome URI's
depth, as the Rams took three of
fou.r scoring berths in six events.

UNH's Mike Gooden and
freshman Matt Woods impressed
Copeland. For Gooden it was his
second consecutive strong showing
as he won the 200 meter run and
was edged out in the 100 by U Rl's
Rick Davidson, both finishing at
IO. 7. Peter Bergeron 's 51.4 in the
400 meter also drew Copeland's
praise.
•·None o( our times were particularly good except Gooden's anct
Bergeron 's," Copeland said. "The
wind hindered them ( the other
times).
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Junior tri-captain Donna Modini
and second-year midfielder Kathy
McSweeney hit for a pair of goals
and a single tally respectively in a
balanced first half offensive attack.
Haroules put UNH on the board
with less than thirty seconds gone
on the clock on a feed from Modini
and extended the Wildcat lead to
two at the 7:00 mark (assist
Hesler). Hesler was good for a hat
trick in the first half converting on
feeds from Haroules at 9:45 and
IO: 13, and from Modini at 12: 12.
McSweeney matched single tally
efforts with one assist while
freshman standout Laurie Leary
aided on two others. Bowdoin 's
Patricia Williams flipped one past
Wildcat goaltender Deb Cram
with less than ten minutes left in
the half, but it was midfielder
Modini who closed out the first
half scoring with an unassisted
tally at 21 :~ 1.

Haroules matched first half
efforts with four goals in the
second, her first coming on an
JUSt nme seconds mto tne secono
stanza. Williams beat Cram for a
second time at the 1:31 mark but
pairs of goals from Hesler and
Leary, and thtee more from
Haroules gave the Wildcats an
untouchable 18-2 lead.
Bowdoin 's Williams, who along
with goaltender Cassie Leitch (23
saves) proved to be the only bri2ht
spots in an otherwise dismal
afternoon for Bowdoin, completed
the natnck and the contest's
scoring 23:40 into the ~econd h~lf.
Behind periodic lapses m defens~ve
play, Cram was able to turn aside
five shots.
After only two outings this
season, senior Haroules ·has
collected ten goals while Hesler's
five-goal performances in each of
three regular season contests vault
her into the lead in goal production
with I 5. During the I 979-80 season
which saw the Wildcats claim
§H~!Hh place national finish,
Hesler notched just 14 goals
behind Haroules' 17.
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